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Preface 
This doctoral thesis is submitted to the Norwegian University of Science and Technology 

(NTNU) in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of philosophiae doctor (PhD). 

The thesis comprises an introductory section, five journal papers (three published and two 

submitted), and one international conference paper. 

The work presented in this thesis was conducted in the period between August 2013 and 

September 2016 at NTNU Nanomechanical Lab (NML), Department of Structural Engineering 

(IKT), Faculty of Engineering Science and Technology (IVT), NTNU, Trondheim, Norway. 

Associated Prof. Jianying He (NTNU NML) has been my main supervisor during this work. 

Prof. Zhiliang Zhang (NTNU NML) and Adjunct Prof. Helge Kristiansen (NTNU NML, and 

Conpart AS, Skjetten, Norway) have been co-supervisors. 

I have conducted much of the experimental work of this thesis outside of our department and 

university. Sample preparation, environmental testing, and bulk electrical characterization have 

been conducted at Conpart AS and Lindberg & Lund AS (Vestby, Norway). Much of the single-

particle characterization was performed at NTNU NanoLab, the advanced clean-room facilities 

at NTNU. Ion milling and scanning electron microscopy imaging have been conducted at the 

Paper and Fibre Research Institute (PFI, Trondheim, Norway) and at the Electron Microscope 

Laboratories, Department of Materials Science and Engineering (IMT), Faculty of Natural 

Sciences and Technology (NT), NTNU. Some thermal measurements were conducted at the 

Department of Energy and Process Engineering (EPT), IVT, NTNU. In February and March 

2015 I went on a research stay at the Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research (ISIR), 

Osaka University, Japan, which was a greatly rewarding experience, both academically and 

culturally. 

The research was performed within the user-driven research-based innovation (BIA) project 

“Novel Conductive Adhesive Technology Platform for Solar Industry” (pSiCAT, Grant No. 

225962/E20), in cooperation with Mosaic Solutions AS, Skjetten, Norway as well as other 

industrial partners, with financial support from the Research Council of Norway. 

 
Sigurd Rolland Pettersen 

Trondheim, October 2016 
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Abstract 
Isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs), i.e. polymer adhesives with a percolating network of 

filler particles embedded for conductivity, have been used as alternatives to soldering in 

electronic devices for decades. More recently, the photovoltaic (PV) industry have begun to 

show major interest in ICAs, as this is a low-temperature alternative to lead-free solders. Lower 

processing temperatures decrease solar cell damage and allows for the use of thinner wafers, 

which can be a significant contribution to the cost-reduction of PV modules. However, 

conventional ICAs contain large amounts (> 25 vol%) of silver, and are thus expensive. 

The goal of this thesis has been to investigate the mechanisms controlling electrical and thermal 

conduction in a new type of ICAs, developed by our industrial partners Conpart AS and Mosaic 

Solutions AS. By replacing the micron-sized silver flakes and solid particles of conventional 

ICAs with micron-sized polymer spheres coated with silver thin films (AgPS), a conductive 

network can be formed throughout the adhesive matrix at silver contents in the range of ~ 0.5 

– 5 vol%. The similar thermomechanical properties of the polymer cores and adhesive matrix, 

which together comprise > 95 vol% of the ICA, can improve the reliability of the interconnects. 

A major disadvantage with these ICAs is that they typically yield higher resistivities than 

conventional ICAs, although the silver is more efficiently used in the former. By understanding 

the factors limiting the electrical and thermal conductivities of the ICAs, strategies for 

improving these can be devised. 

In this work, we have developed two distinct methods for investigating the electromechanical 

properties of individual AgPS. A major finding has been that for films thinner than ~ 100 nm 

the electrical resistivity of the silver films increase drastically. We have discovered that when 

incorporated into epoxy adhesive, the AgPS can form metallic contacts even when cured at 

room temperature, and that these are sintered into metallurgical contacts at a curing temperature 

of 150 °C. We found that the grains of the silver films partake in an electrochemical, size-

related growth process when the ICAs are exposed to elevated heat and humidity. This growth 

process has a positive impact on conductivity of the ICAs in the absence of a bias voltage, and 

is amplified by lower cross-linking of the epoxy matrix. We also investigated the thermal 

properties of AgPS-based ICAs, and found that the obtained values were heavily dependent on 

the choice of measurement method. The work presented in this thesis is expected to have a large 

impact on the further development of these ICAs, especially for use in PV modules.
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

The overall aim of the research project which this PhD position has been a part of, has been to 

contribute to the cost reduction of solar cell modules by further developing and improving a 

novel type of electrically conductive adhesive (ECA), developed at Conpart AS and their 

daughter-company Mosaic Solutions AS [1].  

As much of the focus on ECAs has been towards their applications as interconnects for the 

electronics industry, several book chapters and review articles can be found on this topic [2-

12]. The following background chapter will instead introduce ECAs as interconnects for solar 

modules, although many of the advantages and challenges of using these composite materials, 

as well as the findings presented in the articles included in this thesis [13-18], are not limited 

to this application. Section 2.1.1 gives a brief introduction to the manufacturing of a 

conventional solar module, with emphasis on factors relevant for the interconnections. The 

advantages and challenges of both lead-based and lead-free metallic solders are described in 

Section 2.1.2. A general introduction to ECAs is given in Section 2.1.3, with emphasis on 

isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs). Section 2.1.4 reviews ICAs as solar module 

interconnects, with the aim of giving readers insight on parameters that are important for the 

development of new ICAs for the purpose. Section 2.1.1 introduces metallized polymer spheres 

(MPS) as filler particles in ECAs, and Section 2.2.2 reviews the literature on ICAs with spheres 

plated with silver thin films (AgPS). 

Chapter 3 discusses the aims of the thesis (Section 3.1), and summarizes the main findings and 

novel characterization methods of the included articles (Section 3.2). 

Chapter 4 contains a discussion of the results, with focus on the outlook and further research 

that should be conducted for AgPS-based ECAs to be viable interconnect alternatives in solar 

modules.
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Chapter 2 

 

Background 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

2.1 Conductive Adhesives for Solar Module Manufacturing 

2.1.1 Conventional solar module design 

If inquired to imagine a solar module, the first thing that comes into one’s mind is perhaps the 

excitation of electrons by incoming photons in the semiconductor that is the heart of the 

technology. There are three main categories of photovoltaic (PV) technologies, based on 

crystalline, thin film, and organic semiconductors [19]. Of these, crystalline silicon (Si) is still 

the most common technology, accounting for about 93 % of the worldwide PV wattage 

production in 2015 [20]. The voltage produced by a single crystalline Si wafer, ~0.5 V, is too 

low for a standard energy supply, and the wafers are therefore connected in series to increase 

the total voltage [19]. To extract the electric current and connect the wafers in series, metallic 

ribbons are attached onto the surface of the solar cells [21]. The interconnects between the solar 

cell and the ribbons provide electrical, mechanical and thermal contacts, and are thus crucial to 

the performance of the solar module. The two most common crystalline module designs are the 

traditional H-pattern and back-contact solar cells. As most investigations on conductive 

adhesive interconnects have been done on the traditional H-pattern designs, these will be 

introduced in the following paragraph. However, conductive adhesives are also used in back-

contact designs [22]. For a good review specifically on back-contact solar cells, see Kerschaver 

and Beaucarne [22]. A summary of other alternative crystalline solar module designs can be 

found in Zarmai et al. [21]. 

A typical conventional solar module H-pattern design can be seen in Fig. 1. A thin poly- or 

monocrystalline silicon wafer is covered on one side with an antireflective coating (ARC) to 

increase the absorption of incoming photons. The ARC is typically a single-layer of silicon 

nitride, which is also responsible for the characteristic deep blue color of most commercially 
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available solar cells [23]. A layer, typically of aluminum (Al), is printed on the rear side of the 

cell and heated to create a rear contact field [21]. If the solder and rear contact metal are not 

compatible, another contact structure is printed on top or in holes in the rear contact field, as 

seen in Fig. 1 a). To create Ohmic contacts to the front of the silicon wafer, a silver-based (Ag-

based) thick film paste is screen printed into lead structures (fingers and busbars) and fired 

through the ARC. Metallic ribbons, typically copper (Cu), coated with metallic solder, are then 

placed along the length of the busbars and extended onto the backside of the next cell. The 

ribbons are further interconnected to the contacts on the wafers by heating the solder above its 

melting or reflow temperature, so that it wets the busbars and backside contacts before being 

cooled down to a solid state. After soldering, the solar cell assembly (wafers, interconnect 

structures, and wires) is encapsulated in a material that provides structural support, physical 

 
Fig. 1. a) Laser cut pieces of monocrystalline (left) and polycrystalline (right) silicon wafers, showing 

front side busbar and fingers, as well as the rear contact field with solderable contact strips. b) Schematic 

cross-section of a typical conventional laminated crystalline solar cell. c) Solar cell assembly of 

crystalline silicon wafers interconnected in series with ribbons. (Thicknesses are exaggerated for 

illustrative purposes.) 
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and chemical protection, and electrical isolation, while still being transparent to photons of the 

relevant wavelengths and thermally conductive [24]. The most commonly used encapsulation 

material is a statistical copolymer, poly(ethylene-covinyl-acetate) (EVA), which is pressed onto 

the solar cell and cured into an elastomer at temperatures usually ranging from 140 – 160 °C 

[25], although other lamination materials based on e.g. polyurethane or new EVAs can be cured 

at temperatures around 80 °C [26]. The encapsulation layers also serve as an adhesion layer to 

the front glass plate and protective back sheet of typically glass or polymer. For more details 

on the lamination process, see Li et al [25]. 

2.1.2 Lead-based and lead-free metallic solders 

Reports on failure of field installed solar modules have identified that up to 40 % of the failures 

are caused by interconnect and cell breakage, and although this number have decreased 

somewhat with improved materials and automated processing, interconnect reliability is still an 

important concern in solar module manufacturing [21, 27]. Lead-based metallic solders have 

long been the mainstay of the solar module industry, as they also were in the electronics 

industry. Lead (Pb) decreases the melting temperature and increases the thermo-mechanical 

reliability by increasing the ductility of the alloy [11]. However, over the last 10-15 years, both 

the European Union and Japan have imposed legislature that inhibits the use of lead in 

electronics due to its toxicity both to humans and to the environment [6, 11, 28, 29]. This has 

directed the electronics industry to shift its focus towards lead-free alternatives, which primarily 

are lead-free solders or ECAs [11, 28]. Although the latest version of the European legislature 

(Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) in Electrical and Electronic Equipment) makes 

an exemption for the solar module industry to assist with the transition to renewable energy 

sources [29, 30], developments in lead-free alternatives for the electronics industry are 

beginning to make these viable alternatives also in solar modules [21]. 

The most common lead-free solder alternative is an alloy of tin/silver/copper (SnAgCu) [21, 

28]. In addition to the obvious cost increase of replacing cheap lead with more expensive Ag, 

Cu, and Sn, the melting temperature increases from 183 °C for the eutectic SnPb alloy to 217 

°C for the most commonly used SnAgCu alloy [28]. Like most other lead-free solder alloys, 

this means that the processing temperature must be increased with at least 30 – 40 °C to achieve 

sufficient wetting of the contacting surfaces, compared to a lead-based solder. This increase in 

temperature is detrimental to the solar cells, as it can induce or increase the size of already 

present microcracks in the wafer [31, 32] as well as put stresses on the interconnects that can  
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Fig. 2. Bending induced in a silicon wafer through mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients of the 

Cu-ribbon and wafer upon cooling. (Adapted from [33].) 

accelerate fatigue related damage [21]. Microcracks can be behind 5-10 % of the losses in a 

typical manufacturing facility, and especially cracks that occur parallel to the busbars can lead 

to significant reductions in module output power [31, 32]. The main cause behind these 

thermally related effects is the difference in coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs) between 

the metallic ribbon (CTE ~ 17×10-6 K-1 for Cu) and silicon wafer (~ 3×10-6 K-1), leading to a 

larger shrinkage of the metallic ribbon than in the wafer during cooling [21, 32, 33]. This causes 

tensional stress in the ribbon and shear stress in the wafer, which can induce bending or warpage 

of the wafer, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In addition to higher stresses induced by higher 

temperatures, lead-free solders have higher Young’s modulus and lower creep rates than 

eutectic SnPb, and thus contribute less to stress relaxation [19]. Although the soldering of 

ribbons to the backside will compensate for the thermally induced bending and flatten the wafer, 

the process still leads to tensional stress in the ribbons and stress-buildup in the wafers, which 

can ultimately lead to microcracks and/or failure [33]. These effects restrict the lower thickness 

limits of the brittle crystalline wafers, which again affect the series resistance of the solar cell 

assembly, in addition to having economic implications by setting a lower boundary for material 

consumption. Due to these thickness limitations, the typical wafer thickness of conventional 

solar cells is in the range of 150 – 200 μm [34]. 

2.1.3 Electrically conductive adhesive (ECAs) 

The foremost alternative to solders is ECAs, as the electronics industry already has decades of 

experience with these materials for electronic packaging and a large range of commercial 

alternatives is already available. ECAs have been used as die-attach materials since the 1960s, 

but are today mainly used in advanced electronic packaging technologies such as chip-on-glass, 

chip-on-flex, and flip-chip attachments on printed circuit boards [11]. ECAs are composite 

materials composed of a continuous organic matrix that provides most of the structural integrity 

and adhesion, containing dispersed filler particles that bestow electrical and thermal 
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conductivity. The adhesive can be thermoplastic, meaning that it becomes a viscous liquid and 

can be reshaped at temperatures higher than the glass transition temperature (Tg). However, 

thermosetting polymers, especially based on epoxy resins, are more common due to properties 

such as high heat resistance and excellent adhesion to a large range of surfaces. When 

thermosetting polymers are heated, they go through a curing reaction that involves the 

formation of covalent cross-links between the polymers. An interconnection process using 

thermosetting polymer-based adhesives is thus non-reversible. In addition to the adhesive 

matrix and curing conditions, the type, shape, size, and content of filler particles will also have 

an impact on the final properties of the ECA. Still, some general properties apply to most all 

ECAs [4, 6, 10, 11]: 

 Lower processing temperatures than solders. Most ECAs are cured at 120 – 150 °C, 

although epoxies exist that will cure even at room temperature or by ultraviolet (UV) or 

other wavelength radiation [35, 36]. 

 Flux-less application. With solders, flux is generally required to deoxidize and improve 

wetting of the contacting surfaces. In addition to adding to the number of processing 

steps, conventional fluxes are removed by cleaning with environmentally polluting 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), although water-soluble and no-clean fluxes can be used 

instead (i.e. low-residue fluxes that can be left on the solar cell after soldering) [6, 37]. 

 Compatibility with a large range of surfaces, such as glass, ceramics and other non-

solderable substrates. 

 When used in electronics; no solder masks required, and potential for finer pitch-

application than solders. 

ECAs are generally divided into three classes, depending on the amount of filler particles [4, 8, 

11], as illustrated in Fig. 3. Non-conductive adhesives (NCAs) are simply adhesives without 

conductive particles. An NCA forms an electrical joint by holding surface asperities on the 

contact surfaces in electrical contact. Anisotropic conductive adhesives (ACA) are ECAs where 

the volume fraction of filler particles is too small for the particles to connect and form 

conductive pathways (typically 5 – 10 vol%). ACAs are also available as flexible films with 

particles embedded, in which case they are known as anisotropic conductive films (ACFs). 

Generally, both NCAs and ACAs require the application of pressure during curing to form 

conductive bridges between the contacting surfaces. As the adhesive cures and hardens, the 
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external pressure is removed and the conductive bridges are sustained by contracting stresses 

from the polymer matrix. 

If the volume fraction of filler particles is increased, the particles will at a certain point from a 

continuous conductive pathway, at which the resistivity of the ECA drops by many orders of 

magnitude. After this percolation threshold is reached, the resistivity decreases more slowly as 

more particles come into contact, forming an isotropic conductive network that percolates the 

adhesive in all directions. This class of ECAs is named isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs). 

The formation of the percolating network by randomly distributed filler particles is a statistical 

phenomenon [4]. At a given volume fraction of fillers, the probability of forming a conductive 

pathway increases with increasing surface-to-volume ratio of the fillers particles. For this 

reason, flakes are the conventional filler geometry in ICAs, although often with a bimodal size 

distribution where the smaller particles can be either flakes or powders. Contrarily, spheres are 

the geometry with the lowest surface-to-volume ratio, and have thus generally been regarded 

as unsuitable as filler particles in ICAs. Even with flakes as the primary filler geometry, most 

ICAs contain at minimum 25 – 30 vol% filler particles to achieve reasonable conductivity. 

 

Fig. 3. The three categories of electrically conductive adhesives (ECAs). a) Non-conductive adhesive 

(NCA), b) anisotropic conductive adhesive (ACA), and c) isotropic conductive adhesive (ICA). 
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Resistivity is the reciprocal of conductivity, and commercial Ag-flake-based ICAs normally 

exhibit resistivities in the range of 10-3 – 10-4 Ω∙cm [38]. This is one to two orders of magnitude 

higher than that of eutectic solders, which typically have room temperature resistivities around 

1– 3×10-5 Ω∙cm, depending on the alloy composition [39, 40]. Higher resistivity results in a 

higher electrical resistance, which increases effect losses and resistive heating when current is 

conducted through the interconnect.  These higher resistivities is one of the major obstacles 

with ICAs compared to solders.  

The resistivity of the ICA is dependent on the resistivity of the filler particles, and as the metal 

with lowest electrical resistivity and highest thermal conductivity, 1.62×10-6 Ω∙cm and 429 

W/m∙K at 25 °C [41] respectively, silver is the most commonly used filler material. Although 

pure copper is almost as good a conductor (1.72×10-6 Ω∙cm and 401 W/m∙K at 25 °C [41]), 

copper has a lower standard electrode potential than silver, +0.52 V against +0.80 V [41], and 

is thus more readily oxidized. While copper oxide is an insulator, most articles on ICAs state 

that silver oxide is conductive. However, the literature values on the resistivity of silver oxides 

are somewhat ambiguous, although there is agreement that the most thermodynamically stable 

form (Ag2O) is a p-type semiconductor. Abe et al. reported that AgO thin films made by RF 

sputtering yielded a resistivity of 59.3 Ω∙cm, whereas the resistivity of Ag2O was 7×108 Ω∙cm 

[42]. Reddy et al. reported much lower values, 5.2×10-3 Ω∙cm for Ag2O films prepared by RF 

sputtering onto substrates with a temperature of 303 K [43]. It is generally found that silver-

based ICAs show stable or even improved conductivity upon aging tests with high temperature 

and high humidity [9, 44], whereas the resistivity of copper-based ICAs usually increase at such 

conditions, even when reagents are included to decrease oxidation [9]. However, some reports 

on Cu-filled ICAs suggest that these can be prepared to be resilient against aging [45, 46], 

questioning the generality of this claim. 

2.1.4 ICAs as solar module interconnects 

The potential of using ICAs as interconnects in solar cell assemblies have been known since 

before the turn of the millennium, but the incorporation into commercial production lines have 

until recently been limited, especially for crystalline cell technology with its high demands for 

cost-efficiency, due to the relatively high-price of ICAs with ≥ 25 vol% silver [26, 47-49]. 

However, the cost of using an ICA interconnect with relative high silver-content is partly 

balanced by the potential for cost-reductions in other parts of the production line. ICAs can also 

be used in other cell designs than the traditional front-side metallized structure described in 
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Section 2.1.1 [22, 50]. The most obvious advantage with ICAs is lowered processing 

temperatures compared to solders, as this decreases thermo-mechanical stress in the wafers, 

which reduces warpage, microcracks and breakage. Lowered processing temperatures also 

make it possible to decrease the wafer thickness, decreasing material costs as well as reducing 

the electrical resistance contribution from the wafers to the series resistance of the solar cell 

assembly. In addition to decreasing wafer thickness, it is desirable to increase wafer size, as this 

increases the current produced by the cell [51]. However, higher current also demands thicker 

ribbons to decrease ribbon resistance, which again is possible only with lower processing 

temperatures if increased warpage is to be avoided [32, 51]. Eikelboom et al. compared soldered 

interconnects with ICA interconnects cured at either 160 °C or 80 °C [26]. The soldered 

interconnects yielded more bending in the silicon wafers than the ICA interconnects, although 

bending was only completely avoided with curing at 80 °C [26]. With curing at 80 °C, 80 μm 

thin wafers could be interconnected, which was not possible with soldering without causing cell 

breakage. Beaucarne et al. compared soldering with an ICA cured at 150 °C, and found that 

both interconnection methods induced bending [33]. Zemen et al. compared solar cell 

assemblies interconnected with solder processed at 220 °C to assemblies made with ICA cured 

at 130 °C, and found that although the bending was much larger in the soldered assemblies, it 

also occurred in the glued assemblies [52]. It is clear that although the decrease in processing 

temperature by switching from a solder interconnect, especially a lead-free alloy, to an ICA 

comes with several benefits, the most common curing temperatures are still too high if the goal 

is to completely eliminate thermally induced bending. 

An important factor when determining the quality of a solar cell interconnect is electrical 

performance, which can be investigated directly by measuring the conductivity and contact 

resistance towards the contacting surfaces [53]. However, it is also common to measure cell to 

module (CTM) power loss, i.e. the percentage difference between the initial output power of 

the single cell and the final power output of the module, or fill factor, which is the ratio of the 

maximum output power of the contacted solar cell to the product of the open circuit voltage and 

the short circuit current. As the interconnects need to be reliable over the whole lifetime of the 

module and normal module warranty is 20 years or higher, these factors are often investigated 

before, during, and after accelerated stress tests to imitate the influence of environmental factors 

[27]. The most usual tests are thermal cycling between -40 °C and +85 °C for at least 200 cycles, 

and long-term storage (> 1000 h) at +85 °C and 85 % relative humidity (RH). Eikelboom et al. 

showed that ICA interconnects yielded stable contact resistance over 2500 h at 85 °C/85 %RH, 
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and only a 2% decrease in fill factor after more than 900 cycles, well within the allowed limit 

of 5 % decrease [26]. These results were obtained with Ag-coated Cu-ribbons. When plain Cu-

ribbons were used, the initial results were very good, but the contact resistance increased 

quickly when exposed to rapid aging tests. Zemen et al. obtained very stable values (< 2 % 

CTM after 400 thermal cycles) with ICA interconnects when the ribbons were coated with a 

SnPbAg alloy [52]. When using ICAs specifically developed for solar module interconnects, 

Schneider et al. also found that Ag-coated Cu ribbons were very stable at high temperature and 

high humidity conditions, for more than 1500 h [48]. However, in this investigation pure Cu-

ribbons were almost as stable, while Sn-coated Cu-ribbons were very unstable. The differences 

were attributed to different levels of electrochemical corrosion due varying differences in 

standard electrode potentials between the silver and the various ribbon coatings. 

Incorporation of adhesive curing into the assembly process is also a concern, as normal curing 

times for ICAs are ≥ 15 min, much longer than the time it takes to reflow and cool a solder. 

Although more reactive adhesive systems can be used, this decreases the pot-life and also the 

processing window of the ICA. Several groups have showed the possibility of curing the 

adhesives simultaneously with the EVA during the lamination process [51, 54, 55], although 

Geipel and Eitner revealed that the curing process of both the ICA and EVA is delayed by the 

extended non-isothermal heating phase of the laminator before it reaches the maximum 

temperature [56, 57]. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the lamination temperature normally peaks 

around 150 °C, and is thus similar to standard curing temperatures for ICAs. In addition, some 

pressure is applied during lamination [25], which can be positive for the electrical properties of 

the ICAs. Modules where the ICA interconnects were cured during lamination yielded higher 

fill factors and higher maximum output power than modules prepared with eutectic SnPb 

solders, in addition to being more stable during thermal cycling, showing that ICA interconnects 

may actually be superior to lead-based solders as well as the lead-free solders [54]. When ICAs 

were cured without lamination, ICA-based assemblies yielded equal power outputs as solder-

based [53]. 

Another large advantage of ICAs is the potential of interconnecting the ribbons directly to the 

solar cell, omitting the busbar altogether and thereby saving up to 40 % of the front side silver 

paste [33, 47, 58]. Schwertheim and colleagues showed that ICAs can be printed directly onto 

an ARC layer of indium-tin oxide (ITO) without the need for busbars, and that these assemblies 

were more stable than cells with busbars during thermal cycling [58]. Schneider et al. tested a 
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range of conductive adhesives against various ribbon metallizations, and wafers with and 

without busbars, and compared these to conventional interconnects with solders [47]. Busbar-

less solar cells showed no additional mechanical or electrical losses compared to cells with 

busbars. CTM effect losses ranged from about 10 – 75 % higher than the soldered reference, 

which was attributed to the higher specific resistance of the conductive adhesives as well as 

contact resistance between the adhesive and the ribbon, solar cell, and backside contacts. During 

thermal cycling and damp heat tests, the performance was generally better for adhesives than 

solder, although with large variations between the different adhesives. This shows the 

importance of understanding the conduction mechanisms of the ICAs as well as the material 

behavior during accelerated aging tests. 

Together with a growing understanding of the benefits of using conductive adhesives as solar 

module interconnects, ICAs have gotten cheaper, as products with lower silver content have 

been specifically developed for the cost-demanding PV market [33, 47, 48, 59]. This is 

achievable by e.g. replacing much of the silver with copper powder, which is the case for the 

commercially available Dow Corning® PV-5802 [59]. According the safety data sheet per 

2016/01/07, the product contain 70 – 80 wt% Cu and 10 wt% Ag. The developers state a 

resistivity of 2 × 10-4 Ω∙cm and a very low shear storage modulus of less than 2 × 107 Pa in the 

temperature range between -20 –  +80 °C, and relative power losses well below the 5 % 

guidelines for thermal cycling and damp heat tests. This ICA can thus be regarded as the 

commercial state of the art, and is a standard to measure the novel ICAs investigated in this 

thesis up against. Several research papers have been published with various versions of silver 

coated filler particles. As already mentioned, Cu-powder or flakes is the most commonly 

investigated filler core material [60-62], although carbon materials such as graphite [63], 

graphene [64], or carbon nanotubes [65] have also been investigated. In general these yield 

resistivities in the range of 10-3 – 10-4 Ω∙cm, although Cui et al reported values as low as 4.5 × 

10-5 Ω∙cm for Ag-coated Cu-powders. This is still higher than what is achievable with surface 

modified silver-flakes [38], but in line with most commercial silver flake-based ICAs. Although 

the Cu-based fillers can decrease the silver content significantly, they still contain a large 

amount (> 80 wt%) of metal, which generally has a negative effect on the ductility of the ICA 

joints [10]. To decrease metal-content, Krupka et al. coated polyamide powder particles with 

Ag at a metal-to-polymer ratio of 35 vol% [66]. The fillers were incorporated in a thermoplastic 

polyethylene matrix, and yielded a very low percolation threshold and a minimum resistivity of 

1.5 × 10-3 Ω∙cm at 33 vol%. However, to our knowledge, no follow-up studies were conducted. 
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2.2 Metal-coated polymer spheres (MPS) as ECA filler particles 

2.2.1 Metal-coated polymer spheres 

An alternative approach is to use metal-coated polymer spheres (MPS) as filler particles, and 

although the idea of using MPS in ICAs is relatively new, their application in other electronic 

interconnects is not. Polymer core solder balls (PCSBs) are already used in ball grid arrays 

(BGAs), a surface mount technology, as the plastic cores have been shown to increase the 

compliance and thereby the reliability of the interconnects compared to conventional BGA 

packaging with all-metal solder balls [67-69]. The diameter of the PCSBs are usually in the 

range from 100 – 800 μm, and the metal coating is normally comprised of an inner layer of Cu 

with a thicker outer layer (~20 μm) of solder alloy [67, 68, 70]. Recently, a new type of fine-

pitch BGA interconnect have been proposed, where the PCSB are replaced by smaller (30 μm) 

polymer spheres coated with 200 – 250 nm Ag [70, 71]. Instead of an outer layer of solder alloy, 

the MPS are dispersed on a substrate with a thin layer of conductive ink with Ag nanoparticles 

(Ag-NPs). The ink is drawn up the surface of the MPS, forming necks that are dried at 80 °C 

and sintered at 200 °C. By a flip-chip process, these can further be contacted to another substrate 

with a thin layer of ink, followed by a new round of drying and sintering, resulting in fine-pitch 

BGA arrays. 

MPS have also been used as fillers in ACAs/ACFs for decades, and are of special importance 

in chip-on-glass technology for flat panel display applications [12, 72]. With higher resolution 

displays in addition to the miniaturization of screens for e.g. smartphones and tablets, the 

demand for fine-pitch contacts have been steadily increasing, and present day technology often 

requires MPS with diameters in the range of 2 – 10 μm [73, 74]. Being more easily deformed 

than solid metal particles, MPS offer larger bonding surfaces in addition to the obviously 

lowered metal consumption. The most typical ACA plating is a cost-efficient inner layer of Ni 

(~ 30 – 120 nm thick) with a thinner outer layer of gold for enhanced conductivity and corrosion 

resistance [74]. 

There are several methods to produce micron-sized polymer spheres, as described by He in her 

PhD thesis, but most of these have drawbacks such as broad size distribution (suspension 

polymerization), low-crosslinking density or irregularly shaped particles (dispersion 

polymerization), or difficulties with process-control and limited particle size (emulsion 

polymerization) [75]. Contrarily, the patented two-step swelling process is capable of producing 

micron-sized polymer spheres with narrow size distribution, homogeneous mechanical 
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properties, controllable particle size and high cross-linking density [76-79]. The method is also 

known as the Ugelstad method after its discoverer, the late John Ugelstad, a professor at NTH 

(now NTNU). The process is illustrated in Fig. 4. It comprises two swelling steps, and starts 

with the preparation of seed particles by emulsion polymerization in water, typically yielding 

highly mono-sized spheres with sizes < 500 nm [78]. In the first swelling step, a low-molecular 

weight and low-water solubility organic compound, which can be the polymerization initiator, 

is added to the emulsion where it diffuses into the seeds and causes slight swelling [77]. The 

main role of this organic compound is to increase the swelling capacity of the seeds from about 

5x to between 30x to 1000x their original volume in a following swelling step. The increased 

swelling capacity is an entropic effect, and the process can thus be done with a range of organic 

compounds [77]. In the second swelling step, another component, which may be a single 

monomer, a mixture of monomers, or a mixture of monomers and other ingredients, is added 

to the dispersion containing the activated seeds, where it diffuses into the seeds and causes 

significant swelling [78]. Generally, polymerization initiators that are activated by heat are 

preferred, as this allows for all of the second swelling compound to diffuse into the particles 

before polymerization is started by elevating the temperature. The process can be used to create 

spheres from a large range of monomers, such as vinyl (e.g. styrene), acrylic, methacrylate, and 

other monomers co-polymerizable with these [77]. The final size and size distribution of the 

spheres is determined by those of the initial seeds as well as the stoichiometry between the first 

and second compound [78]. The resultant homogeneously sized polymer spheres are known as 

Ugelstad beads and have since their discovery been used in a still expanding range of 

applications, primarily in biotechnological or pharmaceutical applications under the brand 

name Dynabeads® [80], as functional additives in coatings and paints (Spheromers® [81]), as 

calibration standards (Calibre® [81]), or as rheology and texture modifiers in cosmetics (Caché® 

[81]). 

To deposit continuous and compact metallic coatings on particulate substrates, the preferred 

method is electroless plating, as illustrated in Fig. 5. In this process, metallic ions are deposited 

onto a surface in an autocatalytic redox process without application of an external current, 

thereby the name [82]. The surfaces, in this case polymer spheres, to be plated are immersed in 

an aqueous solution, which contains a reducing agent as well as metal cations, complexing 

agents and other chemicals to control the process. The process starts by the donation of electrons 

from a reducing agent to the substrate (if the surface is inherently conductive), or to catalyst 

seeds deposited on the substrate. This is followed by absorption of the cations, which bind the 
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electrons and are reduced to their metallic form, attached to the initiation sites. The reducing 

agent continues to deliver electrons to the reduction process, and metal grains grow from the 

initial catalyst sites until a continuous, polycrystalline film covers the surface. The final 

structure and thickness of the film is thus dependent on the initial density of the nucleation sites, 

as well as controllable process parameters such as pH, temperature and the composition of the 

bath [74, 82]. An example of polymer spheres plated by an electroless process can be observed 

in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 4. Preparation of micron-sized polymer spheres by the Ugelstad method; two-step swelling from a 

seed particle (S), followed by (preferentially) heat-induced polymerization. 

 

Fig. 5. Electroless plating of a metal onto a polymer surface. A reducing agent (R) donates an electron 

(e-) to seed particles on the surface, being oxidized in the process. A metal cation absorbs onto the 

surface, binds the electron, and is reduced to its metallic form, attached to the nucleation site. 
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Fig. 6. 30 μm spheres of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) prepared by the Ugelstad method, coated 

with 100 nm thick silver films by electroless plating. 

2.2.2 ICAs with silver-coated polymer spheres (AgPS) 

Conpart AS is a Norwegian company specializing in the manufacturing, application and 

development of Ugelstad beads for electronic interconnects, mainly plated with NiAu in 

ACAs/ACFs and as spacer particles for LCD technology, as well as in BGAs [79, 83]. Based 

on Conpart’s expertise from ACA technology, the daughter-company Mosaic Solutions AS was 

established in 2009 to develop a novel type of ICAs with silver-coated polymer spheres (AgPS) 

especially for the solar module market [83, 84]. As described in the patent filed by Kristiansen, 

Redford, and Helland, the main advantages by using AgPS as filler particles is a significantly 

decreased silver content compared to conventional ICAs, as well as less mismatch in material 

properties such as coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE), density, etc. between the adhesive 

matrix and the filler particles [1]. A comparison between a flake-based and AgPS-based ICA 

can be seen in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Cross-sections of an ICA containing 45 vol% AgPS (a), and a commercial ICA with 31 vol% Ag 

flakes. (Adapted from [85].) 

The first scientific investigation of MPS-based ICAs were presented by Kristiansen et al., in 

which adhesives containing more than 50 vol% gold-plated particles (AuPS) were prepared and 

shown to be suitable for stencil printing despite the high filler content [86]. The ICA bonds 

exhibited shear strengths more than 100 % higher than the ~ 6 MPa requirement of a military 

standard (MIL-STD-833), but the measured bulk resistances of the ICAs were > 1 × 107 Ω. This 

was attributed to the presence of a surfactant added to the surfaces of the gold plated spheres, 

to aid the uniform dispersion of the particles in the adhesive matrix in their originally intended 

ACF application. When AgPS without any surfactants were used instead, the resistance dropped 

to ~ 3 Ω. Several research groups have been involved in the further research and development 

of the ICA, but most of the published work on these ICAs have been conducted during two PhD 

projects. In the first, Nguyen focused mainly on the rheological effect of replacing silver flakes 

with AgPS as well as investigation of the mechanical properties of the ICA through shear-

strength tests [87]. In the second project, Jain focused on establishing an understanding of the 

basic electrical properties of the ICA, by investigating the effects of varying AgPS content, 

size, and film thickness [88]. Nguyen’s thesis is paper-based, pertaining six papers related to 

AgPS-based ICAs [85, 89-93]. Jain’s thesis is a monograph, but mostly based on the work 

presented in [93-96]. A review article by Nguyen. et al gives a nice summary of this work [97], 

although new investigations have been published after this. A recap of the main previous 

findings on AgPS-based ICAs therefore will be given in the following paragraphs. 

Shear strength tests give important information on the bonding strength and thus the mechanical 

reliability of the interconnects [11]. Nguyen et al. found that there was no clear difference 
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between the shear-strengths for adhesive samples with uncoated small (6 μm) or large (30 μm) 

polymer spheres [89]. The shear strengths decreased with increasing filler contents, but the 

lowest value was still ~29 MPa, more than twice the strength of a flake-based ICA and within 

the lower range of literature values for solders. ICAs with AgPS yielded equal shear strengths 

as epoxies with uncoated spheres [90, 91]. When compared to a commercial flake-based ICA, 

an ICA with AgPS yielded higher shear strengths, and similar trends with decreasing strengths 

at elevated temperatures, although even at 120 °C the shear strength was ~19 MPa [90]. In 

another investigation, an ICA with 45 vol% AgPS was found to yield shear strengths 140 % 

higher than an in-house prepared flake-based ICA with 25 vol% flakes and the same epoxy 

matrix, and 23% higher than a commercial ICA [85]. Gakkestad et al. performed a set of very 

harsh reliability tests on MPS-based ICAs where the samples were first run through rapid 100 

cycles between -55 and + 125 °C, or 10 thermal cycles followed by a rapid firing test where the 

test structures were exposed to a setback acceleration of more than 60,000 g [98]. An ICA with 

30 μm AgPS yielded relatively low initial shear strengths. Surprisingly, the values increased 

with thermal cycling, but no shear test structures survived the rapid firing test. Another ICA 

with 4 μm NiAuPS showed higher initial shear strengths, only a small decrease during thermal 

cycling, and a unexpected increase in strength after the firing test. These variations in behavior 

and strength was partially credited to varying quality in the printed structures and a limited 

amount of samples, but it is clear that the thermal cycling behavior of the AgPS-based ICAs 

requires further investigation. Recently, a finite element (FE) investigation was performed to 

define the optimal adhesive volume and geometry for mounting a 3D system-on-chip on a 

ceramic package [99]. Experimental shear relaxation data was obtained on an ICA containing 

5 μm cores with 250 nm thick silver films, and used to estimate the necessary material 

properties for running FE simulations at extreme operating temperatures equal to 120 °C and -

40 °C. Such an approach shows the value of combining experimental data with computer 

modelling to gain insight and understanding of the material. 

The rheological, i.e. flow, properties of the ICAs are crucial for their processing performance. 

Oscillatory strain measurements showed that an epoxy resin filled with 45 vol% 30 μm AgPS 

has a viscoelastic regime at small strains, where it behaved as a viscoelastic gel [92]. As the 

strain increased, the storage modulus decreased more than the loss modulus, until at one point, 

the storage modulus became smaller than the loss modulus and the mixture became a viscous 

liquid. When the strain was decreased, the dispersion regained its elastic properties. The 

dispersion also showed shear thinning behavior, i.e. decreasing viscosity with increasing shear 
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rate, in steady-state measurements. These material properties where attributed mainly to 

particle-particle and particle-matrix interactions through e.g. the surface roughness of the silver 

films, and makes the AgPS-based ICAs very suitable for dispensing and printing processes. 

Jain et al. presented investigations on the basic electrical properties of the AgPS-based ICAs in 

three papers [94-96]. As explained in Section 2.1.3, the volume fraction of filler particles where 

the particles will form an interconnected conducting pathway is a crucial parameter for an ICA, 

as the volume fraction should be elevated enough above this percolation threshold for a stable 

 

 

Fig. 8. Conductivity as a function of filler content (a) and Ag content (b) for ICAs containing 4.8 μm 

spheres with 150 nm thick silver films (AgPS_4.8), 30 μm spheres with 130 nm thick silver films 

(AgPS_30), silver flakes about 1 μm thick and with a size distribution between 1.4 – 11.0 μm, prepared 

in-house (F_IH), and a commercial flake-based ICA (F_C). (Data taken from [94].) 
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conductive network to be present. ICAs were therefore prepared using a two-component epoxy 

matrix containing increasing volume fractions of 30 μm spheres with 130 nm Ag films, 4.8 μm 

spheres with 150 nm Ag films, and commercial silver flakes about 1 μm thick and with a size 

distribution between 1.4 – 11.0 μm [94]. A commercial ICA was also prepared for comparison. 

The results can be seen in Fig. 8 a). For the silver flakes, the percolation threshold is ~15 vol%, 

for the small AgPS it is ~24 vol%, while for the large AgPS it is ~33 vol%. This trend is 

expected, due to the decreasing total surface-to-volume ratio of the fillers as the spheres become 

larger. For the same volume fraction, smaller spheres will have a larger total surface area, 

increasing the probability of inter-particle contacts and thus increasing the number of parallel 

conducting pathways. However, when plotted against volume fraction of Ag as done in Fig. 8 

b), it is clear that the silver is used more efficiently by the larger AgPS, as these yield the lowest 

resistivities per volume of Ag. In another investigation, the effect of silver film thickness was 

researched by comparing ICAs containing 30 μm cores with 100, 150, 200, and 250 nm nominal 

film thicknesses [95]. The percolation threshold increased with decreasing film thickness, but 

all thicknesses were conductive at > 40 vol%. Above this limit, the resistivity at any given 

volume fraction generally increased with thinner silver films, although there was some overlap 

between the two thickest films. Several possible mechanisms were discussed, such as 

differences in contact resistance and different intrinsic resistivities caused by more severe 

electron scattering in the thinner films, but no conclusions could be drawn from the data. In a 

third study, the effect of particle size and film thickness was reinvestigated, and the finding 

from the first paper that smaller AgPS yielded lower resistivities was confirmed [96]. The silver 

film thicknesses were all ≥ 200 nm, and it was found that the resistivity of the ICA correlated 

well with the total silver content for such relatively thick films when the films were prepared 

with the same plating process. ICAs with AgPS plated in different processes, but with equal 

size and film thickness were also compared, but the results were ambiguous and no clear 

conclusions could be drawn. In addition, ICAs with the same AgPS but two different epoxy 

systems, one with relatively high reactivity and viscosity and one with lower reactivity and 

viscosity, were compared. It was found that the epoxy with lower viscosity yielded lower 

resistivities, and allowed for a higher filler content. The impact of curing temperature was 

checked for one of the epoxies, and it was found that a higher curing temperature (150 °C) 

generally yielded slightly lower resistivities than the lower (120 °C), although the difference 

between the two were within the scatter in the data. Jain also measured the volume change of a 

range of flake-based and AgPS-based ICAs after cure and found that, while the flake-based 
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ICAs showed relative shrinkage ranging from a few percent to about 20 %, the AgPS-based 

ICAs generally expanded by a few percent [88]. As the same epoxies decreased in volume when 

flakes where used, it was deduced that the volume expansion in the AgPS-based ICAs had to 

be caused by air trapped in the adhesive, outgassing from the polymer cores, polymer core 

expansion, or a combination of these. From these investigations, it can be concluded that the 

electrical resistivity of the ICA obviously is a complex phenomenon, depending on a range of 

factors such as AgPS content, AgPS size, silver film thickness, inter-particle contact resistance, 

the resistivity and quality of the silver films, in addition to the properties of the polymer 

adhesive. 

Even though ICA bulk resistivity is a complex phenomenon, the basic impact of factors such 

as AgPS size and silver film thickness can be understood by a very simple model, conceived 

by Jain in her thesis and illustrated in Fig. 9 [88]. The model assumes simple cubic packing of 

equally sized MPS, i.e. an AgPS content of 52 vol %, with each MPS being in electrical contact 

only with two other particles, with contact radii normal to the direction of the current. Each 

particle contributes with three resistances in series; the resistance of the spherical thin film 

(RMPS), constriction resistance from one contact, and tunneling resistance from one contact, 

where the two last contributions are the two parts of the contact resistance (RC) from classical  

 

Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of Jain’s model for ICA bulk resistivity, for an ICA with AgPS stacked in 

a simple cubic packing structure (i.e. 52 vol% AgPS). (Adapted from [88].) 
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Holm’s contact theory [100, 101]. There are nl MPS along the length l, nw along the width w, 

and ns along the side length s, respectively. Ignoring edge effects, the total resistance of the ICA 

(Rtot) then comprises nw ns series resistances, nl (RMPS+RC), in parallel. As l = nl Ø, w = nw Ø, 

and s = ns Ø, where Ø is the diameter of the MPS, the bulk ICA resistivity ( ICA) can be 

calculated by 

2ln tan
2

m c m t
ICA

m c c

rØ
t Ø r r . (1) 

In Eq. 1, m is the resistivity of the metal films [Ω cm], tm is the thickness of the metal films, rc 

is the contact radius, and t is the tunneling resistivity [Ω cm2]. For a full derivation of the 

model, see [88]. From the model, one can immediately see that smaller MPS, lower metal 

resistivity, lower tunneling resistivity, thicker metal films, and larger contacts will decrease the 

ICA resistivity. 

The bulk conductivity/resistivity of the ICA is only one of the factors influencing the final 

resistance of the interconnect; contact resistance between the ICA and the contacting surfaces 

is also crucial for the electrical performance. Gakkestad et al. tested the contact resistance of 

ICAs with both NiAuPS and AgPS against contacts coated with about 100 nm Au [98]. The 

NiAuPS-based ICA yielded approximately three times lower contact resistance than the ICA 

with AgPS, and both increased by about 90 % after 100 thermal cycles between -55 and + 125 

°C. Importantly, the contact resistances did not change much after the previously described 

rapid firing tests. In her thesis, Jain measured a large range of AgPS-based ICAs towards test 

leads of Cu/Ni with an Au-finish [88]. Generally, the contact resistance decreased with 

increasing AgPS content, and smaller AgPS yielded lower contact resistance at the same 

volume fraction. This was attributed to larger contact areas and more contact spots. ICAs 

containing AgPS with the same core size but different film thicknesses yielded no significant 

differences. The largest impact came from varying the epoxy type; a less viscous epoxy yielded 

significant improvement in contact resistance, similar to that obtained with commercial flake-

based ICAs. 

The interconnects of both electronic devices and PV modules conduct heat as well as electricity. 

The thermal conductivity of AgPS-based ICAs containing 30 μm or 15 μm cores with 150 nm 

silver films has been investigated as a function of filler content, and compared with flake-based 

ICAs [102]. Generally, the same behavior is seen in the thermal conductivity as in the electrical 
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conductivity, with increasing conductivity at higher filler content and smaller AgPS. However, 

there is no percolation threshold, as the epoxy matrix also has the capability to conduct heat, 

although inferiorly to the silver films. Importantly, a thermal conductivity of 1 W/(m K) was 

achieved with only 1.4 vol% silver using AgPS, whereas the flake-based ICA required 16 vol% 

to reach the same value. The thermal expansion of the ICAs was also measured, and found to 

be dividable into three regimes; below the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the epoxy, over 

the Tg of the epoxy but below that of the polymer cores, and above the Tg of the cores. 

The aims of the previous work summarized in this section have to a large extent been proof-of-

concept, to establish the basic characteristics of AgPS-based ICAs and show that AgPS is a 

feasible alternative to all-metal particles and silver flakes. With some exceptions, the focus has 

been on the macroscopic properties and bulk behavior of the material, with less attention to the 

nanomaterial characteristics of the silver thin films. Jain discussed the impact of inter-particle 

contact resistance on the bulk resistivity of the ICAs, as well as how the resistivity of the silver 

films could deviate from that of bulk silver, and even constructed the simple analytical model 

shown in Eq. 1 [88, 95]. However, as the structure of the contacts was not investigated, the 

impact of the different factors could not be separated, making it challenging to gain any further 

understanding of the conduction mechanisms. In addition, the long-term reliability of the ICA, 

one of the uttermost important characteristics of an electronic interconnect, has only been 

investigated in one study by Gakkestad et al., and this yielded ambiguous results [98]. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Objectives and main results 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

3.1 Aim of thesis 
The main goal of this thesis has been to enhance the understanding of the factors controlling 

conduction in AgPS-based ICAs, motivated primarily by; 

i) A need to decrease the bulk electrical resistivity of the material. Although AgPS-

based ICAs can use silver relatively efficiently compared to most commercial ICAs, 

the bulk resistivity is still lower for the latter. The most effective use of silver 

reported in the earlier work on AgPS-based ICAs was a resistivity of 6.2 × 10-4 Ω∙cm 

at a silver content of 2.9 vol% [102]. This is higher than the bulk resistivity normally 

reported for commercial Ag-flake-based ICAs (in the lower end of the 10-4 Ω∙cm 

range), and also higher than the reported value for the commercial Cu- and Ag-based 

ICA developed especially for the PV industry, as was described in Section 2.1.4 

[59]. By understanding the mechanisms controlling the bulk resistivity, strategies 

for decreasing this can be developed. 

ii) An aspiration to optimize the long-term reliability of the ICA. It is important that 

conductivity of the electronic interconnects do not degrade significantly over time. 

E.g. in a PV module, increased resistivity in the interconnects will reduce the output 

effect. For an installed, stationary PV module, the main degradation factors will be 

oscillations in temperature and humidity. It is thus important to understand how the 

conductivity of the ICA develops at such conditions. 

iii) An interest in reducing the processing temperatures. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, 

a curing temperature of 150 °C is still high enough to induce bending and 

thermomechanical stresses in the silicon wafers and metallic ribbons of solar cell 

assemblies. In addition, flexible, low-cost electronic devices are often very 
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temperature-sensitive [103]. The development of ICAs that acquire conductivity at 

lower curing temperatures would be beneficial for both these applications. However, 

optimization of the system to achieve conductivity at lower temperatures requires 

an understanding of how the system acquires conductivity in the first place.  

iv) An interest in enhancing the thermal conductivity of the ICAs. The ability of the 

ICAs to transport heat is important for a range of applications, although more so in 

electronics than in PV modules. As electrons are responsible for virtually 100% of 

the heat conduction in metals, the thermal and electrical conductivity are closely 

related. 

Jain, Nguyen, Gakkestad, et al. established the important basics of the conduction mechanisms 

by investigating the effects of AgPS volume fraction, AgPS size, and silver film thickness [88, 

93-96, 102]. However, potential implications of the silver thin films being nanomaterials were 

only briefly discussed, and not investigated experimentally. A goal in this thesis has thus been 

to understand how size-related properties such as increased electron scattering and increased 

reactivity influences the properties of both individual AgPS and the bulk ICA. As electrical 

characterization of individual AgPS requires advanced characterization methods, the first goal 

of the thesis has been to develop suitable methods for single-particle characterization. However, 

the bulk resistivity of the ICA is not only dependent on the resistivity of the silver thin films, 

but also on the inter-particle contact resistance. It has thus been an objective in this work to 

gain better understanding on how the AgPS contact each other in the ICA, and how these 

contacts can be improved. 

As no reliability testing with high humidity had been published on the AgPS-based ICAs, this 

was deemed an important topic for investigation. Normally such tests are performed on bonded 

components, and the impact is investigated through performance tests that compares component 

properties from before and after, and sometimes during, the environmental exposure. Examples 

of such properties can be shear or impact strength, contact resistance, or in the case of PV 

assemblies, effect losses or ribbon peel strengths. However, such properties can be quite 

complex, as they are dependent not only on the adhesive, but also on the interconnected 

components and the interfaces between the component and the adhesive. To gain an 

understanding on what happens with the structure and conductive properties of the ICA during 

long-term heat and humidity testing (85 °C/85 %RH), it was therefore decided to first conduct 

such an investigation on detached samples of ICA. The results from this first study were so 
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surprising and interesting that it was decided to do follow-up studies, also focusing on the bulk 

ICA. These studies were combined with an investigation of curing temperature, as 

combinations of these different parameters were expected to yield a better understanding of the 

results. 

Only one study had previously been conducted on thermal transport in AgPS-based ICAs, and 

this investigated the impact of filler volume fraction [102], as discussed in Section 2.2.2. As the 

impact of silver film thickness had not been investigated, this was deemed an important 

parameter to explore. To interpret the results, it is vital to understand how the methods can 

affect the outcome. As the flash diffusivity method has become one of the most common 

methods for estimating thermal conductivity, each parameter of the method was analyzed 

methodically. 

3.2 Main findings and novelty of methods 

3.2.1 Paper I 

In this work, two methods have been developed to characterize the electrical properties of 

individual MPS. The first method is a further development of a flat punch nanoindentation-

based setup previously developed at NTNU Nanomechanical Lab, capable of performing 

uniaxial load-deformation measurements of individual polymer spheres and MPS [104-111]. 

An early version had already been developed, capable of doing current-voltage (IV) 

measurements between a conductive tip and conductive substrate during particle compressions. 

This setup had been used to measure resistance as a function of deformation for a set of AgPS 

with 30 μm methacrylate cores and different silver film thicknesses. This data was used 

successfully by both Nguyen and Jain in their respective theses [87, 88], and was recently 

published in a journal paper [93]. However, this setup had several shortcomings, and had to be 

completely redesigned to acquire the data presented in Paper I [13]. In addition to producing 

data of publishable quality, the new setup is of great value to our industrial partners Conpart 

AS and Mosaic Solutions AS as a rapid and reliable method for doing quality tests of production 

batches of MPS. With the new setup, it was found that smaller AgPS (10 μm) must be deformed 

to a much higher nominal strain than larger AgPS (30 μm) before the contact resistance 

converges to a semi-constant, negligible value. We also confirmed the results first presented by 

Nguyen and Jain that thicker films yield lower resistances and less spread in data, but that this 

improvement levels out at a certain thickness. The results are valuable input for designing both 

ACA and ICA assemblies. However, as explained in [13], the measured resistance is the sum 
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of a series of resistances, from the flat-punch tip, tip-to-MPS and MPS-to-substrate contacts, 

substrate, and the thin metal film of the MPS. To estimate the thin film resistivity from these 

measurements would be a cumbersome task, where one have to separate each single 

contribution to the total resistance, including the contact resistance.  Thus, although the method 

is valuable, it is not suited to find the resistivities of the thin films. 

3.2.2 Paper II 

For this task, a novel method was conceived and developed, in which four-point measurements 

were conducted directly on individual AgPS, using four individually controlled 

micromanipulators under real-time observation in a  scanning electron microscope (SEM), as 

described in Paper II [14]. By combining the IV-measurements with probe positions on the 

particle acquired from the SEM images, a simple FE model could be constructed that allowed 

for the estimation of the thin film resistivities of AgPS with four different film thicknesses. This 

was further combined with x-ray diffraction (XRD) to estimate the grain sizes of the films. It 

was found that when the films became very thin (~ 60 nm) in combination with small grain 

sizes, the resistivity increased significantly. The method thus gives valuable input for the 

electroless plating process. Although the method is easiest to implement on symmetrical 

geometries, it is by no means limited to spherical shell structures, and could thus be used to 

investigate the resistivity of other microstructures. 

3.2.3 Paper III 

In Paper III, we prepared ICAs with a high content of AgPS (~ 56 vol%) with 30 μm cores, but 

with four different film thicknesses (60 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 270 nm). In accordance with 

the results by Jain [88, 95], we found that the bulk ICA resistivity increased with thinner films, 

especially noticeable for the 60 nm films, which yielded ICA resistivities an order of magnitude 

higher than the three thicker films as well as much higher scatter in data [15]. For the first time 

on AgPS-based ICAs, we investigated the effect of long-term exposure to elevated heat and 

humidity (85 °C/85 %RH), and found that the resistivities decreased for all samples, but much 

more for the samples with 60 nm films. By combining the investigations with cross-sectioning 

of the ICA samples by high quality ion milling, and further imaging these with high resolution 

field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), we were for the first time able to 

identify and study inter-particle contacts within the ICAs. In the ICAs with 100, 150, and 270 

nm films, the AgPS had formed metallurgical contacts, but no such contacts were identified in 

the ICA with 60 nm films. After elevated heat and humidity exposure, metallurgical contacts 
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were observed also in the ICAs with 60 nm films, correlating well with the larger decrease in 

resistivities for these samples. The discovery of metallurgical inter-particle contacts in the 

AgPS ICAs have been a large contribution towards understanding the conduction mechanisms 

of these ICAs. Metallurgical contacts means that the bulk resistance and thus the bulk resistivity 

of the material is controlled by geometrical resistance factors and the resistivity of the silver, 

and not the tunneling resistance that is dominating in conventional flake-based ICAs [112]. We 

also conceived an equation, a Figure of Merit (FoM), to compare how efficiently different ICAs 

use the incorporated silver [15]. The FoM have been very useful for further understanding the 

conduction mechanisms of the ICAs, and is given by 

Ag
ICA

ICA Ag

FoM
Φ

, (2) 

where Ag is the volume fraction of silver [15]. A FoM of 1.0 or 100% means that the 

incorporated amount of silver conducts electrons as well as bulk silver, i.e. that there is no 

geometrically induced resistance or contact resistance in the silver network. 

3.2.4 Paper IV 

To better understand the formation of the metallurgical contacts, we designed a large follow-

up study, where we prepared one AgPS-based ICA, containing 30 μm cores with 100 nm thick 

silver films, and split the samples in three series, which were cured at room temperature, 85 °C, 

and 150 °C, respectively. Further, each curing series was split into three parallels, and stored at 

either 85 °C/85 %RH, 85 °C, or immersed in water at room temperature, to separate the effects 

of heat and humidity. The resistivity was measured before, during, and after the environmental 

exposures, samples from before and after environmental exposure were cross-sectioned and 

imaged with SEM, and the grain sizes were estimated with XRD. The initial results were 

presented at the 2016 IEEE 66th Electronic Components and Technology Conference (ECTC) 

and in the conference proceedings presented in Paper IV [16]. It was found that the conductivity 

increased significantly with elevated curing temperatures, and the mechanisms behind this was 

discussed. SEM-images suggested that the metallic contacts formed at room temperature were 

mechanically held together by the epoxy matrix, while the AgPS formed metallurgical contacts 

when cured at 150 °C. It was confirmed that the conductivity increased during storage at 85 

°C/85 %RH, and that this increase was much higher than during storage at only elevated 

temperature. A methodic study of the inter-particle contacts was presented, and it was found 

that the number of metallic contacts was much higher in the samples stored at 85 °C/85 %RH, 
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than in the as-prepared samples and samples stored at 85 °C. The higher number of contacts is 

directly related to the contacts being wider, which increases the probability for the random two-

dimensional cross-section to cut through a contact. This was the first experimental evidence 

that wider contacts were related with higher bulk conductivity in the ICAs.  

3.2.5 Paper V 

The bulk of the results were presented in Paper V [17]. Although Paper IV also presented results 

from the series cured at room temperature, these were emphasized in this paper. With this study, 

we showed that conductivity can be achieved not only with curing at 85 °C, but even with 

curing at room temperature and with an only partially cured epoxy matrix. This is a significant 

contribution to the field, as this means that lower processing temperatures with AgPS-based 

ICAs are not limited by the AgPS, but rather by the choice of adhesive matrix. The grain size 

of the as-cured samples increased with increasing curing temperature, supporting sintering 

and/or grain growth as important mechanisms behind the lower resistivities and the 

metallurgical contacts observed the ICAs cured at 150 °C. Just as important, the grain size 

increased much more in the samples stored at 85 °C/85 %RH than in the samples exposed only 

to elevated heat or immersion in water, and the grain growth was more significant for the 

samples cured at lower temperatures, especially at room temperature. This means that the silver 

films to a large extent can be stabilized by a more densely cross-linked adhesive matrix, and 

that these require simultaneously elevated temperature and humidity for large structural 

changes to occur, which is important knowledge for optimizing the processing conditions. We 

also found that the lowest resistivities were not achieved in the samples that showed largest 

grain growth, meaning that although the grain size has an effect of the bulk resistivity, it is not 

the most important factor. Finally, we presented an explanation on the grain growth at elevated 

humidity based on an electrochemical Ostwald ripening process. This had been suggested also 

in Papers III and IV, but the separation of heat and humidity coupled with the XRD 

measurements of grain size yielded very compelling evidence for this mechanism. This 

mechanism is a size-effect, unique to systems with a heterogeneous size distribution of silver 

grains or particles in the nanometer-regime, and to our best knowledge, this is the first time this 

mechanism has been found in a composite system. 

3.2.6 Paper VI 

In Paper VI, we investigated the thermal properties of the same AgPS that was described in 

Paper III [15, 18]. This was the first investigation of thermal properties as a function of silver 
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film thickness, and also the first investigation of thermal conductivity at temperatures higher 

than room temperature. It was found that the thermal conductivity increased until reaching the 

glass transition temperature of the epoxy, after which it decreased with further elevated 

temperatures. The most important finding of this investigation was that the thermal 

conductivity, when estimated by the commonly used flash diffusivity method as a product of 

the thermal diffusivity, density, and specific heat capacity of the samples, showed large 

variation dependent on the method used to estimate the specific heat capacity. This finding is 

important not only for the AgPS-based ICAs, but for all polymer composites with dispersed 

conductive filler particles.
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Chapter 4 

 

Discussion and outlook 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

4.1 Decreasing ICA bulk resistivity 
The ICAs yield FoM values around 10%, which is better than for most commercial ICAs, but 

the bulk resistivity is still around 5 – 10 times larger than that of commercial ICAs. For AgPS 

to be an alternative to other low-Ag fillers such as silver-coated Cu-flakes, the resistivity should 

be at most in the lower range of 10-4 Ω cm. 

4.1.1 Metallic contacts 

The combined results in Papers III – V gives a compelling argument for the presence of 

mechanical metallic and even metallurgical contacts in the AgPS-based ICAs [15-17]. 

However, we do not conclude on whether these are the norm of the inter-particle contacts, or if 

there still is a large tunneling contribution to the ICA conductivity. Comparing ICA calculated 

by Jain’s model (Eq. 1) with the experimental values found for the ICA cured at 150 °C in 

Papers IV and V shed more light on this subject. At a AgPS content of 51 vol%, corresponding 

to 1.0 vol% Ag, this ICA has an AgPS content very close to the 52 vol% of the model, although 

in the real ICA the AgPS are randomly dispersed and not in the simple cubic packing of the 

model [16, 17]. The tunneling resistivity is a function of the work function of the metal, the gap 

width between the metal surfaces, and the relative permittivity of the gap material, and is thus 

not dependent on the resistivity of the gap material [100]. A very conservative estimate for a 

potential tunneling resistivity is 1 × 10-8 Ω cm2, and most tunneling barriers can be expected to 

be higher than this [100, 101]. Jain’s model was used to estimate ICA for AgPS with Ø = 30 

μm and tm = 100 nm, equivalent to the AgPS used in Papers IV and V, as a function of contact 

radius, and with t either equal to 1 × 10-8 Ω cm2 or zero (i.e. no tunneling barrier/metallic 

contacts). In addition, the FoM in Eq. 2 was used to estimate the minimum achievable ICA for  
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Fig. 10. ICA estimated by Jain’s model (Eq. 1) with Ø = 30 μm and tm = 100 nm, with and without a 

tunneling barrier of 1 × 10-8 Ω cm2. Also shown is experimental data from Papers IV and V, for the ICA 

cured at 150 °C with AgPS of the same parameters as in the model, at 51 vol% [16, 17]. The stippled 

line shows the resistivity if there were no geometric or contact resistances in the material, calculated 

from Eq. 2 with FoM = 1.0. 

the volume fraction of silver in the model (1.03 vol%) by setting FoM equal to 1.0 and solving 

for ICA. The results can be seen in Fig. 10, and it is clear that the model supports the domination 

of metallic contacts. At a contact radius of 100 nm, ICA becomes 9.66 × 10-2 Ω cm when the 

tunneling barrier is included (omitted from the figure for illustrative purposes). The contact 

radius has to be in the order of 1000 nm before the model values including tunneling start 

approaching the experimental values, and it is clear from the cross-sectioned samples that the 

contacts are definitely metallurgical in this range, as this is only achievable after the large grain 

growth during 85 °C/85 %RH. The reasons why the experimental values are higher than those 

of the model is likely a combination of increased resistivity of the silver films compared to bulk 

silver, the randomly meandering pathways of AgPS being longer than l in the model, and cul-

de-sacs, i.e. AgPS that do not contribute to the conductive network but instead form dead-ends. 

Even though the work presented in this thesis strongly supports the presence of metallic and 

metallurgical contacts, the role of silver oxide is still an open question, and would be an 
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interesting topic for further investigation. The AgPS are not coated with any protective barriers 

to prevent oxidation, and as they are stored as dry powder in air before being incorporated into 

the polymer adhesive, silver oxide is almost certainly present on the surface of the particles. 

The role of silver oxide, e.g. as an energy barrier against sintering may be worth pursuing to 

gain further understanding of the inter-particle contact mechanisms. 

4.1.2 AgPS size and film thickness 

Combining the FoM (Eq. 2) with Jain’s model (Eq. 1) can be used gain further understanding 

of the limits of the resistivity achievable with the AgPS-based ICAs. As expected, both lowering 

the AgPS size and increasing silver film thickness contribute to decreasing the resistivity, as 

can be observed in Fig. 11 a). According to Paper II, the film thicknesses should preferentially 

be > ~ 100 nm to avoid large increases in the resistivity of the silver films [14]. Decreasing the 

AgPS size will therefore necessarily lead to increased silver content, as the film thickness 

cannot be decreased correspondingly. One of the major advantages of the AgPS-based ICAs is 

the low silver consumption, and lowering the resistivity should be accomplished without 

increasing the silver content to a point where the AgPS-based ICAs loose this advantage. If one 

sets a maximum limit of the silver content at e.g. 5 vol%, it is seen from Fig. 11 b) that the 

AgPS cannot be smaller than ~ 10 μm and the films cannot be thicker than ~ 150 nm. According 

to the model, 20 μm AgPS with 300 nm films can achieve approximately the same resistivities 

as 10 μm AgPS with 100 nm films, but the silver content is lower and the FoM is higher in the 

latter. However, in the real ICA, other factors will also contribute, such as the ability of 

asperities on the film surfaces to penetrate the adhesive and form metallic contacts. In Paper III 

we found that the thinnest film (60 nm) formed no observable metallic contacts during curing 

at 150 °C, which also correlated with the much higher resistivity and standard deviation, 1.7 ± 

1.3 × 10-2 Ω cm, observed for this series compared to the ICAs containing AgPS with thicker 

films [15]. Even though Fig. 10 shows that the real ICAs can achieve resistivities close to the 

model values, Fig. 11 a) reveals that the lower limit is in the range of 2.4 – 3.2 × 10-4 Ω cm for 

a monodisperse size distribution, and real ICAs will likely achieve somewhat higher values. As 

there does not seem to be much more to gain from using homogeneous size distributions, future 

investigations should study multimodal size distributions, as are already successfully used in 

conventional ICAs [4]. 
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Fig. 11. a) ICA estimated by Jain’s model and b) vol% Ag and FoM as a function of AgPS diameter, Ø, 

for three silver film thicknesses (tm = 300 nm, 150 nm, and 100 nm), with no tunneling barrier, rc = 100 

nm, and m = 1.6 × 10-6 Ω cm. 

4.2 Reliability investigations 
Next to the lowering of the bulk resistivity, the reliability of the AgPS-based ICAs require 

further studies before these can compete with conventional ICAs. As discussed in Section 2.1.4 

and mentioned in Section 3.1, the main degradation factors for the interconnects of an installed, 

stationary PV module will be oscillations in temperature and humidity. 
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4.2.1 Grain growth at elevated temperature and humidity 

We have shown in Papers III – V that significant grain growth occurs in the ICAs when exposed 

to elevated temperatures and humidity [15-17]. This grain growth has a positive impact on the 

conductivity, as it decreases grain boundary scattering and increases the sizes of the inter-

particle contacts. However, the investigations were all conducted with no applied bias voltage 

across the ICAs. In e.g. a PV interconnect there will be a direct current conducted through the 

interconnect when the solar cell produces electricity, and further studies should be done to 

investigate the impact of bias voltage on the bulk resistivity during high temperature and 

humidity storage. If the application of a voltage has a degrading effect on the electrical 

conductivity, methods to stabilize the silver films against grain growth has to be conceived. 

Some measures are already evident from the investigations in Papers III – V. Paper III suggest 

that the grain growth is more significant in the thinner films [15]. This was not measured by 

XRD, but the larger decrease in resistivity for the thinnest film, as well as the post-ET 

appearance of the 100Ag series in the imaged cross-sections support more grain growth in these. 

The electrochemical Ostwald ripening is a size-effect, and thicker films (~ 150 nm) with larger 

grains should work against the grain growth, as well as improve the intrinsic electrical 

conductivity. Papers IV – V reveal that the grain growth is less prominent in the ICAs cured at 

elevated temperatures [16, 17]. As discussed in Paper V, this may be due to a higher water 

uptake and more free amine groups in the less cross-linked epoxies cured at lower temperatures. 

The more densely crosslinked epoxy of the ICA cured at elevated temperatures likely stabilize 

the silver films. 

4.2.2 Thermal cycling 

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, only one investigation have been done on the effect of thermal 

cycling on the AgPS-based ICAs, and the results from this study were ambiguous [98]. 

Although the similar CTE of the polymer cores and adhesive matrix is expected to have a 

positive effect on the thermal cycling properties of the material, it is unclear what effects 

different glass transition temperatures will have at different temperature regimes. It is also 

unclear how the metallurgical contacts discovered in Papers III – V will be affected by repeated 

thermal cycles [15-17]. The structure of the contacts in the room temperature cured ICA 

investigated in Papers IV – V suggest that the contacts do not have to be metallurgical for the 

ICA to achieve conductivity, but the ICAs where metallurgical contacts are found do yield 

lower resistivities [16, 17]. 
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4.2.3 Contact resistance 

The few investigations that have been conducted on the contact resistance between the ICA and 

contact pads suggest that the AgPS-based ICAs can achieve contact resistances similar to flake-

based ICAs with a low-viscosity epoxy system [88]. Both previous investigations were 

performed against contacts with an Au-finish [88, 98]. In cost-demanding PV modules, 

stabilizing the contacts with Au is not an option. Contact resistance tests before and after 

thermal cycling and elevated temperature and humidity storage should therefore be conducted, 

primarily against Cu-ribbons and Ag-coated Cu-ribbons, and against the silver busbars of solar 

cells or an equivalent test structure. The contacts formed against silver would be of special 

interest, as the potential of the AgPS to form sintered metallurgical connections is not 

necessarily restricted to between the silver films [70, 71].  

4.3 Optimization of lower curing temperature adhesive systems 
The adhesive used for all the investigations in this thesis is a standard structural epoxy adhesive, 

not specialized for electronic applications. It is therefore clear that much of the potential 

improvement of the AgPS-based ICAs will come from optimization of the adhesive system. In 

Papers IV – V we showed that the AgPS are capable of forming metallic contacts even when 

the ICAs are cured at room temperature, although the sintering into metallurgical contacts seem 

to require elevated temperatures [16, 17]. However, the room-temperature epoxy was not fully 

cross-linked, with the already discussed impacts this had on grain growth and resistivity 

development. Adhesive systems that yield a larger degree of conversion at temperatures lower 

than 150 °C are of interest both for developing lower temperature interconnection processes for 

PV module manufacturing, and for interconnecting other temperature-sensitive electronic 

components. Much of the advantage of ICA vs. solders as solar module interconnects is that the 

lowered processing temperatures in theory allows for thinner wafers, which can lead to 

significant cost-reductions. It would also be interesting to investigate how adhesive systems 

with higher degree of shrinkage affect the bulk ICA resistivity. More reactive adhesives have 

the downside of shorter pot-life and processing windows. Adhesives with other curing 

mechanisms such as UV-curing could therefore also be of interest. Newer processes, such as 

the photonic curing used with great success by Cui et al. [35], would be very interesting to try 

with AgPS-fillers. 
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4.4 Further thermal transport investigations 
Although the study by Gakkestad et al. in combination with the study in Paper VI have revealed 

much about the basic mechanisms of thermal transport in the AgPS-based ICAs, there are still 

open questions [18, 102]. Both investigations were conducted using the flash diffusivity / laser 

flash analysis (LFA) approach. This is a transient method, and the percolating network of silver 

films thus dominates the thermal transport, as these have a much higher thermal diffusivity than 

the epoxy matrix and polymer cores. Further studies should include comparison with steady-

state thermal conductivity measurements. In addition, the rate and mechanisms of heat transfer 

across the metal-polymer interfaces are suitable areas for future investigations, both 

experimental and modelling-based.
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Micron-sized polymer particles with nanoscale metal coatings are essential in conductive

adhesives for electronics assembly. The particles function in a compressed state in the

adhesives. The link between mechanical properties and electrical conductivity is thus of the

utmost importance in the formation of good electrical contact. A custom flat punch set-up based

on nanoindentation has been developed to simultaneously deform and electrically probe individ-

ual particles. The set-up has a sufficiently low internal resistance to allow the measurement

of sub-Ohm contact resistances. Additionally, the set-up can capture mechanical failure of

the particles. Combining this data yields a fundamental understanding of contact behavior. We

demonstrate that this method can clearly distinguish between particles of different sizes, with

different thicknesses of metal coating, and different metallization schemes. The technique pro-

vides good repeatability and physical insight into the behavior of these particles that can guide

adhesive design and the optimization of bonding processes. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4954218]

I. INTRODUCTION

In electronic assembly, conductive adhesives are used in

applications that require properties such as low assembly

temperature, minimal mechanical stress, and fine pitch.1

Conductive adhesives compete with lead-free solders as a

non-toxic alternative to traditional solder.2 Micron-sized

polymer spheres (MPS) with nanoscale metal coatings are

applied as the conductive component in conductive adhe-

sives due to their low cost and superior mechanical charac-

teristics.1 Conductive adhesives may be either anisotropic or

isotropic, and specific applications require different particle

sizes, concentrations, and metallization schemes.2

In an anisotropic conductive adhesive (ACA), an adhe-

sive film containing conductive particles is compressed

between two electrical components. The MPS are deformed

under compression, forming contact surfaces against the

electrical components. The size and nature of these contact

surfaces have a significant effect on the resulting contact re-

sistance. At higher compressive strains, the metal coating,

and eventually the particle core, will fracture. Fracture can

interrupt the contact and cause increased resistance and

decreased long-term performance.3 The conductive charac-

teristics of the adhesive are therefore strongly linked to the

mechanical behavior of MPS under compression, and it is of

great interest to find the optimal deformation range where

the electrical contact resistance reaches a minimum while

still being stable under fatigue.

As a spherical particle is compressed between two

rigid plates, the particle expands laterally and the contact

area between the particle and the plates increases nonli-

nearly. Both theoretical and experimental studies of the

mechanical properties of individual polymer particles and

MPS have been performed. Several models have been pro-

posed to explain the deformation and fracture of particles,

incorporating finite element analysis,4 molecular dynamics

simulation,5 and analytical modeling.6 Mechanical charac-

terization of individual polymer particles and MPS have

been performed by He et al. using a custom nanoindenta-

tion set-up with a flat punch.7 The influence of factors such

as particle size,8 polymer cross-linking density,9 loading

rate,10 and chemical composition on the mechanical behav-

ior has been quantified. Furthermore, the fracture behavior

of MPS has been studied.11 The present work therefore

emphasizes the correlation between mechanical behavior

and electrical resistance in MPS rather than a detailed anal-

ysis of mechanical characteristics.

We shall consider the electrical resistance of the MPS

under compression as being the sum of a shell resistance and

a contact resistance, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The contact

resistance is the resistance experienced by current passing

through the area of the particle that is in contact with the

object compressing the body. The shell resistance is the

resistance due to current passing through the unconstricted

areas of metal coating

The contact resistance may be seen as the sum of a con-

striction term and an interface resistance term. Constriction

resistance stems from the geometrical constriction of the cur-

rent at the interface, essentially a bottleneck of the current.

Interface resistance comes from higher resistivity layers that

form barriers at the interface, such as oxides.12 As a rule,

contact resistance decreases with increasing contact area.
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At the early stages of particle compression, the contact

area between the particle and the compressive body is very

small, which causes constriction resistance.13 Furthermore,

the true contact area is made up of spots where nanoscale

asperities in the contacting bodies meet. Since the true con-

tact is formed in these asperities, the constriction resistance

is always larger than the apparent contact area suggests. The

shape and distribution of asperities on the surface of the

metal coating are unknown, as is their mechanical behavior

during the compression of the particle. Additionally,

although constriction resistance at semi-infinite (i.e., bulk)

metal interfaces has been described analytically,14 thin metal

films will deviate considerably from this theory.15

The shell resistance of a single particle depends on the

coating thickness t and resistivity q, as well as the nominal

strain e ¼ d
D, where d is the deformation and D is the unde-

formed particle diameter. M€a€attanen developed an expres-

sion for the shell resistance by integrating over the metallic

cross-section area of the deformed sphere.16 The principle

assumptions made in this model are that t � D, where the

metal coating is uniform and homogeneous, and the area of

the metal coating is constant, i.e., the coating does not crack

during compression. It is nonetheless a good first approxima-

tion of the shell resistance. Using this model, the expression

for the shell resistance is as follows:

Rshell ¼ q
pt

ln tan
p
4

2� eð Þ: (1)

Although the current-carrying length through the metal coat-

ing increases with particle size, so does the cross-sectional

area of the coating. For a given thickness, the increase in

resistive length and cross-sectional area cancel each other

out and the shell resistance is found to be independent of

particle size.

Other attempts to calculate the shell resistance take into

account more complex deformation mechanisms, often using

a finite element approach.1 However, none of the previous

work has compared the results with the measurements on

individual particles, and all predict much lower resistance

values than those measured in bulk conductive adhesives.17

Analyzing the resistance of individual MPS under compres-

sion can yield a fundamental understanding that will facili-

tate the tailoring of particles and the bonding process for

electronics assembly.

The body of literature on anisotropic conductive adhe-

sives (ACA) pertaining to electrical resistance focuses on the

resistance of bonded ACA joints. This implies many par-

ticles in parallel, as in Refs. 17–21. Few attempts have been

made to measure the deformation resistance characteristics

of single particles. Both Dou et al.22 and Shih et al.23 have

reported electromechanical measurements on the ACA par-

ticles, but the magnitude of the resistance measurements is

such that we may infer a large parasitic resistance skewing

the results. Additionally, large particle-to-particle variations

lead us to question the accuracy and repeatability of the mea-

surement procedure. In this work, the electromechanical

behavior of several MPS is explored by a custom flat punch

nanoindentation technique.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Ten and thirty micron SphericaTM MPS with silver coat-

ings in a variety of thicknesses as well as a gold/nickel bilayer

coating were provided by Conpart AS (Skjetten, Norway). The

polymer cores are fabricated using the Ugelstad method,24 and

coated using electroless plating. The 10lm cores (CV¼ 1.1%,

where CV is the coefficient of variation) are made of styrene

with a moderate cross-linking density of 20%, and exhibit

viscoelastic behavior.9 The 30lm cores (CV< 5%) are made

of PMMA, with a low cross-linking density of 1%, giving

them an elastic-plastic mechanical behavior. Each type of par-

ticle will be referred to as follows: 10–100Ag, where the first

number is the polymer core diameter in micrometers, the sec-

ond the coating thickness in nanometers, and the final letters

indicate the metallization of the coating. Table I summarizes

the particles examined in this work.

During sample preparation, dry particles were sus-

pended in micro-filtered ethanol and dispersed using an

ultrasonic bath. Samples consisting of several hundred indi-

vidual particles of a given type were created by placing a

drop of the ethanol-particle solution onto substrates consist-

ing of a silicon wafer sputter-coated with 1 lm of gold and

cut into 1.5� 1.5 cm squares. Two copper wires were glued

to the opposing sides of the gold-coated silicon square using

isotropic conductive adhesive (ICA). Short-circuit resistance

FIG. 1. The resistance of an MPS is the sum of the shell resistance and the

contact resistances at either interface.

TABLE I. The different particle types measured in this work.

Particle

diameter (lm)

Core

chemistry

Coating thickness(es)

(nm)

Coating

metallization

10 Styrene, cross-linking

density 20%

35, 50, 70,

100, 140, 200

Ag

10 Styrene, cross-linking

density 20%

120 Niþ 30 Au Ni/Au

30 PMMA, cross-linking

density 1%

60, 100, 150, 270 Ag

245102-2 Bazilchuk et al. J. Appl. Phys. 119, 245102 (2016)
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measurements between the copper wires confirmed good

contact between the gold film and ICA.

The Hysitron Triboindenter 950 (Minneapolis, USA) is a

commercially available nanoindentation system that operates in

load-controlled mode with a force resolution<2 nN. The nano-

scale electrical contact resistance tool, abbreviated nanoECR, is

an additional module that allows precise, correlated electrical

and mechanical indentation measurements. Current or voltage

can be sourced and measured across a conductive nanoindenta-

tion tip, sample, and conductive stage during selected segments

of the indentation cycle. The nanoECR module has been previ-

ously used in a high-resolution application to investigate an

electrical current spike associated with nanoscale plasticity in

gallium arsenide.25

The commercial nanoECR set-up was designed to mea-

sure relatively high resistances in semiconductor samples,

and has been modified to facilitate the measurement of sub-

Ohm resistances occurring in individual MPS. The afore-

mentioned custom conductive substrates were connected

directly to the current and voltage leads in the Triboindenter,

bypassing the nanoECR stage. Fig. 2 shows a schematic of

the electromechanical measurements performed.

In the work of He et al.,6–10 a diamond flat punch was

used to indent single particles. In this work, the indenter was

required to be highly conductive in addition to hard, and thus

a tungsten carbide flat punch with a diameter of 50 lm fabri-

cated by Synton-MDP (Nidau, Switzerland) was employed.

The tip was dry etched in argon plasma and subsequently

sputter-coated with 150 nm of gold in order to maintain a

highly conductive surface. Before performing measurements,

tip planarity was verified by indenting on a planar indium

sample, and low resistance confirmed by performing test

indents directly on the gold-coated silicon substrate.

Isolated single particles, at least 50 lm from any neigh-

boring particles, were identified using the optical microscope

in the Triboindenter. To remove the influence of the lead

resistance, measurements were conducted in 4-wire mode,

with the wires connected as shown in Fig. 2. Resistance was

obtained by dividing the measured voltage by the sourced

current value. To test for Ohmic behavior, measurements

including current sweeps were performed on several occa-

sions. These measurements confirmed the linearity of the

resistance characteristics within the relevant, albeit small,

voltage range.

Due to the placement of the current and voltage wires

on the substrate as shown in Fig. 2, the measurement encom-

passed the indentation tip, the MPS, and part of the substrate.

The measured resistance was thus comprised of a series of

resistances,

Rmeasured ¼ Rtip þ Rcontact tip�MPS þ Rshell

þ RcontactMPS�substrate þ Rsubstrate: (2)

The true resistance of the MPS, or the shell and contact resis-

tances, will be always smaller than the measured resistance,

although the highly conductive probe and substrate reduce

parasitic resistances. The resistance contributions from the

probe Rtip and substrate Rsubstrate have been considered to be

independent of particle deformation, although in reality there

is a contact resistance at their interfaces for which this is not

entirely the case.

All electrical measurements were conducted with a

sourced current of 1mA, selected because it was large

enough to give a good signal but small enough to avoid suffi-

cient heating to alter the mechanical behavior of the par-

ticles. The current was switched on 0.2 s after the initial

contact was achieved, as shown in Fig. 3, in order to ensure

sufficient thermal contact before the electrical measurement

was initiated. The mechanical indentation data of several

types of particles with and without applied current were

compared, and it was confirmed that any Joule heating did

not visibly alter the mechanical results.

In all measurements, force was applied at a constant rate

of 2mN/s, up to a maximum of 12mN, as shown in Fig. 3.

This maximum force value was limited by the Triboindenter

equipment. The maximum force was then held for 2 s before

being released at the same rate. The resulting mechanical

deformation of the particles was monitored continuously

throughout the loading cycle.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Representative electromechanical behavior

Fig. 4 shows the result of a typical electromechanical

measurement for a 10–100Ag particle. The measured
FIG. 2. A schematic showing the principle of the electromechanical meas-

urements conducted in this study.
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resistance depends strongly on the applied force, indicating

that the resistance of the MPS is significant in the measure-

ment. Excluding Fig. 4, all the results presented in this work

reflect statistical averages of 8–10 particles where the error

bars represent the standard deviation. This contributes to ver-

ifying the uniformity and repeatability of the results.

In Fig. 4, the measured resistance can be seen to

decrease rapidly during the initial stages of loading, and

level off for large applied forces. As the particle is com-

pressed, the contact area at the particle interfaces increases

while the current-carrying length through the coating

decreases. The decrease in resistance can be attributed to a

combination of these changes.

At the rate the particle is unloaded, the core does not

have sufficient time for viscoelastic recovery, so the mea-

surement ends at a high strain of 40%. However, the meas-

ured resistance increases gradually during unloading. This

indicates an elastic rebound, causing the tip to remain in con-

tact during unloading, rather than an abrupt loss of contact as

would be expected if the particle were permanently

deformed.

B. Effect of particle size

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the resistance-strain

behavior of 30–100Ag and 10–100Ag. The MPS differ both

in size and core material, but the coatings are the same thick-

ness and material. The measurements for 30–100Ag stop at a

much lower strain than 10–100Ag because the same force

produces a lower strain in the larger particles, and the largest

available force is only enough to produce around 5% strain.

The M€a€attanen model for the shell resistance as

described by Eq. (1) predicts that the resistance of metal

coating is independent of the particle size, depending only

on the strain, coating thickness, and resistivity. We therefore

consider the Rshell contribution in Eq. (2) to be equal for

30–100Ag and 10–100Ag at a given strain. The discrepan-

cies between the two curves can therefore be attributed to

the contact resistance contributions in Eq. (2), Rcontact tip�MPS

and RcontactMPS�substrate both of which depend on the contact

area. Since the contact area increases radially and thus scales

with the square of the particle size, it increases more rapidly

in 30–100Ag, yielding the lower resistances observed at

small strains.

The standard deviation of the resistance at a given strain

is indicated by the error bars in Fig. 4, and represents the

particle-to-particle variability of the measurement. Uniform

resistance characteristics in MPS are desirable because they

FIG. 3. The representative load and current function for the electromechani-

cal measurements performed on MPS.

FIG. 4. Representative electromechanical results for particle type 10-100Ag

(a), where the deformation and resistance have been monitored as a function

of the applied force. Arrows denote the direction of the measurement in

time. Micrographs showing a particle before (b) and after (c) compression.
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give an adhesive with predictable behavior. The low particle-

to-particle variability at high strain confirms the stability and

repeatability of the measurements. At 40% strain, the parti-

cle-to-particle variability of 10–100Ag is 6%. By compari-

son, particle-to-particle variability measured by Dou et al.
was 35% at 40% strain.22

As indicated by the error bars in Fig. 5, the particle-to-par-

ticle variability in the resistance is largest during the initial

stages of deformation. This can be attributed to the nanoscopic

asperities in the coating, the distribution of which varies from

particle to particle. At higher strains, the behavior becomes

more uniform. At this point, the contact area has grown large

enough for the contact resistance to have a negligible contribu-

tion to the measured resistance. The measured resistance is

then governed by coating resistivity and thickness, which are

relatively uniform for particles from the same batch.

C. Effect of coating thickness

The effect of coating thickness on the resistance charac-

teristics has been analyzed for the 10-XXAg and 30-XXAg

series by comparing the particles at the highest available

applied strain, in order to minimize the contribution of con-

tact resistance, which is largest at low strains. Ten micron

particles with different coating thicknesses have been com-

pared at 40% strain and 30 lm particles at 5% strain, again

limited by the maximum available force.

As shown in Eq. (1), the coating thickness is expected to

be inversely proportional to the shell resistance. To evaluate

the effect of the coating thickness, Rtip; Rcontact tip�MPS ;
RcontactMPS�substrate , and Rsubstrate are all assumed to be inde-

pendent of thickness and constant for a given strain. These

contributions are lumped into a constant resistance Rcst:
According to Eq. (2), the remaining resistance contribution

is the shell resistance. The measured resistance may be

expressed by the following equation:

R ¼ c

t
þ Rcst; (3)

where t is the coating thickness and c is the fitting constant.

Fig. 6 shows 10-AgXX and 30-AgXX fit to Eq. (3).

In order to equate the fit parameter to a meaningful

value, we will assume that the shell resistance follows

Eq. (1). The strain e is well-known due to the high resolution

of the nanoindenter system. The conductivity q, however,
may deviate from the bulk value qAg ¼ 1:59� 10�8 Xm26

and the coating thickness t is a nominal, not measured, value.

We thus multiply Eq. (1) with an ideality factor m which

describes how the ratio between q and t deviates from the

ideal case. By equating Eq. (1) to the thickness-dependent

term in Eq. (3) and rearranging, we find an expression for the

ideality factor

m ¼ cp

qAgln tan
p
4

2� eð Þ
: (4)

Table II summarizes the fitting parameters and calculates the

ideality factors for each case.

The ideality factor m is larger than unity for both sets of

particles. This could indicate either that the coatings are thin-

ner than their nominal value or that the resistivity is higher

than that of bulk silver. The resistivity of thin metal films

is known to deviate from the bulk resistivity values.27 This

effect is significant when the film thickness or grain size

approaches the electron mean free path (EMFP), which is

52 nm for bulk silver.26 However, surface and grain bound-

ary scattering limited resistivity can only account for a

FIG. 5. The resistance-strain characteristics of 30-100Ag and 10-100Ag.

The inset is a close-up of the 30-100 Ag curve.
FIG. 6. The average resistance at 10mN applied force for 10 and 30lm par-

ticles with different coating thicknesses. The resistances are taken at 40%

and 5% strain, respectively. The curves have been fit to Eq. (3).

TABLE II. The fitting parameters used to fit Eq. (3) to the curves in Fig. 6,

and the ideality factor m as expressed by Eq. (4).

Particle group Rcst (X) c (X nm) m

10-XXAg 0.44 43.0 7:6

30-XXAg 0.45 49.6 3:0
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twofold increase of the resistivity at room temperature.26

Therefore, other non-idealities must also be considered.

Larger than ideal resistivity could also stem from impur-

ities in the coating due to chemicals used in the coating pro-

cess or coating roughness which would cause “bottlenecks”

in the current flow. It is likely that the non-ideal behavior of

the coatings is due to a combination of impurities in the coat-

ing, unevenness and surface and grain boundary scattering

limited resistivity. The decoupling of these contributions

requires further investigation.

Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show the effect of the coating thick-

ness on the particle-to-particle variability of the resistance

characteristics, which can be observed to decrease with

increasing coating thickness. The thinner the coating, the

more impact uneven areas in the coating will have on the

shell resistance, through the creation of bottlenecks in thin

areas of the coating. The most uniform behavior is consis-

tently observed in the thickest metal coatings. The variability

is largest during the early stages of the deformation (most

clearly illustrated by 10–35Ag in Fig. 7), as has previously

been discussed for Fig. 4.

D. Effect of metallization

The effect of the metallization scheme was compared

using 10–140Ag and 10–120Ni/30Au, which have the same

polymer core and comparable metal coating thicknesses.

Figure 8 shows the mechanical behavior, while Fig. 9 com-

pares the resistance-strain characteristics. The nominal stress

is given by r ¼ F
pð0:5�DÞ2, where F is the applied force, while

the nominal strain, as previously mentioned, is found by

e ¼ d
D.

Mechanically, the nickel-gold system is more brittle

than the silver system. In Fig. 8, we can clearly see that

10–120Ni/30Au is stiffer than 10–140Ag initially, due to the

mechanical stiffness of nickel. At a strain of approximately

0.2, a pop-in or displacement burst occurs. Since the mea-

surement is load controlled, a sudden movement of the sam-

ple causes a displacement burst and an apparent gap in the

data. Pop-ins have previously been demonstrated to be indic-

ative of brittle fracture of the metal coating.10 The particle-

to-particle variability is largest in the pop-in region, due to

variations in exactly when the pop-in occurs. After the pop-

in, the stiffness of the system is decreased, since the coating

has been significantly weakened by cracking. In contrast,

10–140Ag exhibits a continuous stress-strain behavior with

no pop-ins. The silver coating is ductile, and fractures gradu-

ally rather than abruptly. Although the coating is a relatively

small part of the particle, it clearly contributes significantly

to the mechanical strength of the particles.

Fig. 9 shows the effect of the metallization on the electro-

mechanical behavior. Initially, the high particle-to-particle

variability renders the particles virtually indistinguishable. At

high strains, the resistance of 10–140Ag converges to a signif-

icantly lower value than 10–120Ni/30Au. This follows the

expectation based on bulk silver, where the resistivity is lower

FIG. 7. A comparison of the average resistance-strain characteristics of (a)

10-35Ag and 10-200Ag; and (b) 30-60Ag and 30-270Ag, where the error

bars represent the particle to particle variability.

FIG. 8. A comparison of the stress-strain characteristics of 10-140Ag and

10-120Ni/30Au.
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than that of both bulk nickel and gold. These measurements

demonstrate that the set-up is sensitive enough to distinguish

between coatings of different materials but similar

thicknesses.

Again, a pop-in can be observed in the 10–120Ni/30Au

curve, indicating brittle fracture of the metal coating. The

gradient of the resistance-strain curve is not visibly affected

by the pop-in, suggesting that cracking occurs parallel to the

direction of applied force rather than circumferentially.

Longitudinal fracture has previously been observed in the

Ni/Au system,11 and a similar fracture pattern is confirmed

by SEM images of the Ag system after compression, as

shown in Fig. 4(c).

IV. CONCLUSION

Our flat-punch electromechanical nanoindentation tech-

nique has been used to measure individual MPS. The meas-

urements are repeatable and precise, and can be used to

clearly distinguish different MPS. By studying resistance as

a function of strain, we can easily locate the range where the

contact resistance has converged to a semi-constant, negligi-

ble value, which is useful in the context of the conductive ad-

hesive application. For 10 lm particles, it is observed that

the gains in resistance are minimal once the strain passes

15%. Thirty micron particles achieve low resistance values

at an earlier stage of deformation.

The measured resistance displays an inverse propor-

tional relationship to the particle coating thickness as

expected. The decrease in resistance is therefore most signifi-

cant when increasing thicknesses up to 100 nm, after which

the gains are much smaller. The effect of the metallization

scheme on the resistance follows the trends in bulk resistivity

of the metallization scheme. However, the mechanical

behavior is affected significantly by the metallization of the

coating. Both the mechanical behavior and the particle

resistance can thus be tuned by changing the metallization

and coating thickness.

The measured resistance is a sum of several contribu-

tions which cannot be decoupled using this method alone;

however, it gives good indications of the relative conductiv-

ity of different MPS, and an upper limit of the resistance of

single MPS, which has not previously been measured at this

level of detail.
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Micron-sized metal-coated polymer spheres are frequently used as filler particles in conductive

composites for electronic interconnects. However, the intrinsic electrical resistivity of the spherical

thin films has not been attainable due to deficiency in methods that eliminate the effect of contact

resistance. In this work, a four-point probing method using vacuum compatible piezo-actuated

micro robots was developed to directly investigate the electric properties of individual silver-

coated spheres under real-time observation in a scanning electron microscope. Poly(methyl

methacrylate) spheres with a diameter of 30 lm and four different film thicknesses (270 nm,

150 nm, 100 nm, and 60 nm) were investigated. By multiplying the experimental results with

geometrical correction factors obtained using finite element models, the resistivities of the thin

films were estimated for the four thicknesses. These were higher than the resistivity of bulk

silver. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4959783]

Metal-coated micron-sized polymer spheres (MPS) have

long been used as conductive fillers in anisotropic conduc-

tive adhesives/films (ACA/ACF) for electronic intercon-

nects,1 and have recently been presented as a promising

alternative to silver flakes in isotropic conductive adhesives

(ICAs).2 The conductivity of these composite materials

stems from electrical contacts between the metal films of the

particles and the interfaces of the electronic joint. The isotro-

pic conductivity of ICAs is due to inter-particle contacts

caused by a much larger volume fraction of particles than

that of ACAs.

The bulk electrical resistivity of a conductive composite

with a uniform cross-sectional area is easily estimated from

the measured bulk resistance, but the electrical properties of

the individual filler particles are difficult to investigate. In an

ACA assembly wherein individual particles are compressed

between the chip and substrate, contact resistance to the con-

tact pads contributes significantly to the measured resistance.

Several models have been made to estimate the contact resis-

tances and bulk resistivities of both ACA assemblies1 and

high filler fraction conductive composites,3 but these all

require that the intrinsic resistivity of the conductive filler

material is given. The intrinsic resistivity of a flat metallic

thin film may deviate from that of the bulk metal. Scattering

of electrons at the film surface will become significant as the

film thickness approaches the electron mean free path length

(EMFP) of the bulk metal,4 which for silver is 52 nm.5 If the

grain sizes of polycrystalline films are in the same range as

the EMFP, electron scattering at the grain boundaries will

occur more frequently and increase the resistivity.6,7 Higher

surface roughness in the films will increase the scattering of

electrons and can increase film resistivity further.8 Higher

level of impurities9 and increased porosity10 may also raise

the resistivity, and especially for chemically deposited films,

these factors may be a concern. Although these effects occur

also in spherical thin films, methods for investigating this

have been lacking.

Four-point measurements is a well-known method for

investigating the resistivity of flat thin films,11 but have not

been reported for measurements on spherical shell structures

such as the metallic thin films of MPS. In this work, four-point

measurements were performed directly on individual silver-

coated polymer spheres (AgPS) using four separately con-

trolled piezo-actuated micro robots (miBot
TM

BT-11-VP on a

miBase BS-43-VP stage, Imina Technologies, Switzerland),

equipped with sharp tungsten (W) probes and connected to an

Agilent B2909A Precision Source/Measure Unit (SMU).

These micro robots have recently been used to simultaneously

apply bending tension and voltage across individual silicon

microwires,12 showing their versatility and positioning resolu-

tion. Current (I) was sourced between the outer pair of probes

(source probes), and the voltage drop (U) along the surface

due to resistance in the film was picked up by the inner pair of

probes (sense probes). The measurements were conducted in a

dual beam focused ion beam/scanning electron microscope

(FIB/SEM) instrument (FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam),

wherein SEM was used to monitor the movement of the

probes in real time. More details can be found in our previous

study,13 as well as in the supplementary material. To provide

repeatable apparent contact areas for the probes and decrease

the current density at the source contacts, the end of the probes
were milled to a flat punch geometry approximately 2.5lm in

diameter using FIB. AgPS comprised of poly(methyl methac-

rylate) (PMMA) spheres with a nominal diameter of 30lm
and nominal silver film thicknesses of 60 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm,

a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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and 270 nm were provided by Mosaic Solutions AS (Skjetten,

Norway). The silver films were coated onto the polymer cores

by electroless plating, and the nominal film thicknesses were

estimated from the amount of silver used in the plating pro-

cess. Seven consecutive bi-directional four-point voltage

sweeps (0V ! �0.2mV ! 0.2mV ! 0V) were performed

on each measured particle without moving the miBots and an

average linear U/I slope was calculated for each measured par-

ticle. To compare the real film thicknesses with the nominal

values, cross-sections were made with FIB at an incident angle

normal to the film surface. Crystallographic data of the silver

films were acquired with a Bruker-AXS D8 Focus X-ray dif-

fractometer (XRD). The crystallite sizes were estimated using

Scherrer’s equation.14

In the four-point procedure, the current density is higher

closer to the source probes, setting up an inhomogeneous

electrical field with a distribution dependent on the source
probe positions. The voltage drop picked up by the sense
probes is dependent on the positions of the sense probes in

the field, and the corresponding U/I value is thus a function

of all four probe positions. The electrical resistivity of the

film is estimated by multiplying the measured U/I value with
a correction factor that accounts for specimen shape and

probe positions.11 In this work, the positioning of the probes

could be accurately controlled by the miBots with a step-size

<100 nm, but there were still variations in probe positions

from particle to particle, so a geometric correction factor had

to be calculated separately for each measured AgPS.

Analytical solutions would only be possible if the source
probes were placed exactly 180� apart. Finite element (FE)

simulations were therefore conducted using the Electric

Current (ec) interface of the AC/DC module of COMSOL

Multiphysics 5.0. For each measured AgPS, probe positions

relative to particle size were acquired from the SEM images

and translated into the model using a parameterized geome-

try and spherical coordinates. Each AgPS-model was built as

a homogeneous, fully spherical shell with thickness equal to

the nominal film thickness. The probes were simulated as the

top surface areas of spherical caps, with sizes approximated

from the SEM images. A static voltage field was applied by

setting the source probes as equipotential surface terminals

with different potentials, and the resulting total current IFE

was obtained. UFE was calculated by averaging the scalar

voltage values at each of the sense probes and taking the dif-

ference between these.

The FE model solves a current conservation equation

based on Ohm’s law with the scalar electric potential as the

dependent variable. The calculated U/IFE value is thus propor-
tional to the input resistivity value (qFE) of the homogeneous

shell, and for any specific geometry, the ratio between these

will be constant. For a given set of probe positions, U/IFE is

independent of the diameter of the shell. Increasing the size of

the shell with a factor increases the arc lengths between the

probes by the same factor as long as the areas of the probes

are increased accordingly. However, this also increases the

cross-sectional area of the shell by the same factor, and U/IFE
thus remains constant. In contrast, U/IFE is dependent on t�1,

where t is the thickness of the shell. The ratio between qFE
and U/IFE is thus dependent only on three variables: probe

positions, the size of the probe areas relative to the surface

area of the shell, and shell thickness. This ratio then serves as

a geometric correction factor, to which the measured U/ImiBots
can be multiplied to achieve an estimated film resistivity qfilm

qf ilm ¼ U=ImiBots
qFE

U=IFE
: (1)

As can be observed in Fig. 1(a), the positioning control of the

miBots is so sensitive that four probes can be placed on a sin-

gle AgPS without penetrating the thin silver film. Fig. 1(b)

shows the seven consecutive voltage sweeps performed on

the AgPS in Fig. 1(a). The plots are linear, as expected from

measurements on an Ohmic material, and deviations between

the measurements are negligible. By linear regression, this

particular AgPS yields an average slope (U/ImiBots) of

0.126X. The FE model with probe positions acquired from

the SEM image in Fig. 1(a) and a shell thickness of 150 nm

generates a geometric correction factor of 30.79 nm. Through

(1), qfilm is thus estimated as 3.88lX cm for this AgPS. The

behavior shown for this particular AgPS is representative for

all AgPS measured in this work; each individual AgPS yields

linear U/I plots and qfilm higher than that of bulk silver at

room temperature, as can be observed in Table I.

U/ImiBots follows the expected trend for the 270 nm,

150 nm, and 60 nm films, but the 100 nm films yields lower

FIG. 1. (a) Four-point probing of a single 30 lm polymer sphere coated with 150 nm silver. (b) Seven consecutive voltage sweeps (0V ! �0.2mV ! 0.2mV

! 0V) performed on the same particle. (c) The corresponding FE model, showing the voltage field on a 150 nm thick spherical shell with the same probe posi-

tions as (a). (The ampere- and volt-meter symbols are included for illustrative purposes.)
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values than the 150 nm films. This is partly because some of

the 100 nm films were used to test the sensitivity to the sense
probe positions by positioning these closer together. The

measured voltage U between the sense probes is dependent

on the positions of the probes in the electric field, not just the

arc length between the probes. However, the sense probes

were purposefully placed so that the arc lengths were approx-

imately overlapping with the source probe arc lengths, with

similar distance between the source and sense probes at both
sides. With these precautions, the ratio between the source
probe and sense probe arc lengths will be the dominating

influence on the U/I values of films of the same thickness, as

seen in Fig. 2. This partly explains why the 100 nm films

yield a lower average U/ImiBots value than the 150 nm films.

Nevertheless, the FE model accounts for factual probe posi-

tions, and the estimated qfilm values suggest that the lower

U/ImiBots values in the 100 nm films are caused by lower resis-

tivities in these films.

Through (1), qfilm inversely correlates with U/IFE. As
U/IFE depends on the thickness t of the homogeneous shell in

the FE model by t�1, qfilm is linearly dependent on t. An
under- or overestimation of the nominal film thickness com-

pared to the real film thickness will thus cause an under- or

overestimation of qfilm. To investigate the real film thickness,

cross-sections were ion milled in AgPS. These revealed that

the real film thickness inclines toward higher values than the

nominal, but only in the range of about 10–30 nm, and with

some variations between AgPS of the same nominal thick-

ness. The nominal values are therefore reasonable as

conservative average estimates for shell thickness in the FE

models, although the obtained qfilm values may be slight

underestimations. Deviation between the nominal and real

film thicknesses is one potential cause for the scatter

observed in qfilm for each of the film thicknesses.

Measurement induced effects, such as probe damage and

resistive heating, do not have any observable influence on

qfilm (for more details, see the supplementary material).

Instead, several factors suggest intrinsic electron scattering

effects caused by the structure and compositions of the films.

Only the thinnest films have a nominal thickness value at

which, for a flat and smooth silver film, we expect the resis-

tivity to be significantly increased due to electron scattering

at the surface.7 However, the surfaces of all four film thick-

nesses are relatively rough due to the nodular grain structure,

which will increase the resistivity compared to smooth films.8

XRD measurements reveal that the average grain sizes are

smaller than the EMFP of bulk silver for all four film thick-

nesses, as can be observed in Table II. Interestingly, the aver-

age grain size of the thickest film is smaller than those of the

150 nm and 100 nm films, almost as small as for the thinnest

films. This coincides well with the estimated resistivity val-

ues in Table I and suggests that the elevation in resistivity is

at least partly caused by increased electron scattering due to

shorter distance between grain boundaries.6,7 Although the

four series have the same cores, they were coated separately

with slight changes in process parameters to achieve the dif-

ferent film thicknesses, which can cause some variations in

film structure. The 100 nm films yield lower resistivities than

the 150 nm coatings, while being comprised of smaller grains,

suggesting influence also from other scattering mechanisms.

As the different film thicknesses were prepared in separate

processes, it is possible that the level of impurities varies

between the films. Impurities can increase the resistivity

either by disrupting the lattice structure inside the grains, or

by increasing the grain boundary reflection.9 Different levels

of porosity is also a potential contributing factor behind the

differences in qfilm.
10 It may also be that the relative underes-

timation of film thickness is slightly larger for the 100 nm

than the 150 nm films.

TABLE I. Averages6 one standard deviation: U/ImiBots, arc lengths along the AgPS surface between source probe centers, arc lengths between the sense probe
centers, and estimated film resistivities. All values are calculated separately for each AgPS and then averaged. For reference, the resistivity of bulk silver at

298K is 1.62lX cm.15

Nominal film thickness (nm)a U/ImiBots (X) Source arc length (lm) Sense arc length (lm) qfilm (lX cm)

60 (n¼ 8) 0.6246 0.209 36.66 2.6 26.66 3.1 7.276 2.59

100 (n¼ 17) 0.0806 0.026 35.96 6.1 18.46 5.0 2.476 0.57

150 (n¼ 17) 0.1086 0.017 36.66 2.9 25.56 2.9 3.286 0.39

270 (n¼ 6) 0.0856 0.008 33.56 4.7 24.56 4.7 4.256 0.44

an¼ number of individual AgPS measured upon.

FIG. 2. U/I from miBots measurements and corresponding FE models for

each AgPS with 100 nm nominal film thickness. The U/IFE values are calcu-

lated with qFE¼ 1.62lX cm.

TABLE II. Grain sizes calculated from peak with highest intensity in the

XRD spectra obtained for the four nominal film thicknesses.

270 nm (nm) 150 nm (nm) 100 nm (nm) 60 nm (nm)

28 44 33 25
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We have shown that it is possible to perform four-point

measurements directly on spherical thin films coated onto

micron-sized polymer particles using micromanipulators

with step size resolution in the nanometer range. By multi-

plying the measured U/I values with geometrical correction

factors obtained from simple FE models, probe positions can

be accounted for, and the resistivities of the thin films esti-

mated. Spherical electroless plated silver thin films yield

higher resistivities than bulk silver at four different thick-

nesses, which are attributed to higher levels of electron scat-

tering compared to bulk silver. It is evident that simply

increasing the amount of silver, i.e., the film thickness, does

not necessarily yield better electric properties. To gain effi-

cient usage of the plating metal, it is desirable to control the

grain size, as well as keep the porosity and level of impuri-

ties at a minimum.

See supplementary material for a more thorough

description and discussion of the measurements and FE

model, as well as XRD spectra for the four nominal film

thicknesses.
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miBots measurement setup 

Fig. S1 shows the placement of the miBots and miBots stage in the chamber of the dualbeam 

FIB/SEM instrument. The miBots were easily controlled with four degrees of spatial freedom 

(X, Y, and R for the miBots on the stage, Z for the probe) by either a graphical user interface 

or a regular gaming controller. As seen in Fig. S2, the tungsten probes were many orders of 

magnitude larger than the micron-sized, silver coated particles (AgPS), but they could still be 

steered with such a spatial control that all four probes could be placed on an individual AgPS 

without detaching it from the substrate or breaking the thin film. SEM was used to monitor the 

placement of the probes on the spherical thin films in real time, and images were acquired 

between measurements. The electron beam was shielded during the measurements. The 

substrates were silicon chips coated with a thin layer of conductive carbon cement carbon 

cement (Leit-C, Agar Scientific, UK). The conductive layer was necessary to provide adhesion 

and avoid charging effects in the substrate when imaging with the SEM. Other substrates such 

as carbon tape and silver paint were also tried, but these either led to charging effects or 

provided too little adhesion. To ensure adhesion, dry AgPS were drizzled onto the substrates 

before the carbon cement dried. If the particles were pushed too far with one probe, they would 

still detach, which made it difficult to obtain good electrical contact with the probes. To avoid 

this, the probes were moved step-wise towards the particles while switching between the 

miBots. Each of the probes were connected to the SMU by individual leads, and the SMU was 

situated outside the dualbeam FIB/SEM. This provided the opportunity to alter which probe 

was connected to the Hi and Lo source and sense channels at any given time, which could be 

used to troubleshoot problems, e.g. like identifying bad electrical contacts. 
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Fig. S1. Four separately controlled vacuum compatible piezo-actuated micro robots (miBotTM BT-11-

VP on a miBase BS-43-VP stage, Imina Technologies, Switzerland), equipped with sharp 

polycrystalline tungsten probes, situated inside the vacuum chamber of dualbeam FIB/SEM instrument 

(FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam). 
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Fig. S2. The placement of four individually controlled tungsten probes on a single micron-sized PMMA 

sphere coated with approximately 270 nm silver, acquired at 100 x (a) and 2500 x (b) magnification. 
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Finite element (FE) model 

The total diameter and relative 2D probe positions for each AgPS were found by cropping SEM 

images into a quadratic format that enclosed the AgPS at the equatorial plane parallel to the 

substrate, as seen in Fig. S3 (b). Using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0, a corresponding finite 

element (FE) model was built as a spherical shell with total diameter equal to that of the 

measured AgPS and shell thickness equal to the nominal film thickness. The origin of the model 

coordinate system was set at the center of the shell, with the xy-plane equivalent to the 

equatorial plane of the imaged AgPS. The 2D coordinates of the probes acquired from the SEM 

image were thus equivalent to projections of the 3D probe positions onto the xy-plane. Using 

spherical coordinates, the probe positions on the surface of the shell were calculated. The probes 

were created as intersections between the shell and four cylinders with a diameter of 2.5 μm 

and height axis overlapping with the radial axis of the shell. The surface areas of the resulting 

spherical caps were used to simulate the probes, as described in the main text. As the 

coordinates of the centers of the probes were known, the chord lengths c between the centers 

of the source probes and between the centers of sense probes could be calculated as the vector 

lengths of the straight vectors between these. The corresponding arc lengths s were estimated 

from a simple geometrical relation (S1),  

=   , (S1) 

where d is the total diameter of the AgPS. 

The geometry was meshed automatically by the software using tetrahedral elements, but with 

user control of the element size and growth rate. As the probes were inherently a part of the 

model geometry and there was no real symmetry in the positions of the probes, the resulting 

mesh was asymmetrical, as seen in Fig. S3. Convergence tests were performed by varying the 

mesh size, and with the mesh sizes shown in Fig. S3 and used in the FE models, the models 

were well below the convergence limit. 
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Fig. S3. (a) SEM image of on an AgPS with 60 nm nominal coating thickness. The image was cropped 

to a quadratic format (b), and the total diameter of the AgPS and 2D coordinates of the probes were 

acquired and translated into the FE model using spherical coordinates. (c) shows the corresponding 

meshed FE model. 
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Probe damage and deviations in film thickness 

As explained in the main text, any deviations in the estimated film values from that of bulk 

silver are either caused by an elevated intrinsic resistivity in the silver films, or by geometric 

deviations from the perfectly spherical shell used in the FE model. 

These deviations can inherently be part of the film structure, or induced by the measurements. 

The FE models assumes that the probes are in full, perfect contact across the whole spherical 

cap contact areas, while in reality, this is not the case due to surface roughness and plastic 

deformation caused by the probes. However, both the measurements and FE simulations 

suggest that damages induced by the probes will have very little impact on the U/I values. As 

seen by comparing Fig. S4 and Fig. S5, the AgPS which is most damaged yield the lowest 

U/ImiBots value. When the probe positions are translated into the FE model, the model 

corresponding to the particle in S4 also yield the lowest U/IFE value, suggesting that probe 

positions have a larger effect than damages induced by the probes. 

Simulating the damage done by the probes by replacing the spherical caps at the probe areas 

with holes of the same diameter in the geometry of the FE model as shown in Fig. S6 has 

negligible impact on the U/IFE value. The model shown Fig. S6 yields a total current of 1.8184 

mA and a voltage difference between the sense probes of 0.0957 mV with ρFE = 1.62 μΩ cm, 

and thus a U/IFE of 0.0526 Ω with the undamaged shell structure. With holes instead of spherical 

caps, the model yields 1.8159 mA, 0.0959 mV, and thus 0.0528 Ω, respectively, an increase of 

only 0.38 %. Cylindrical indents without full penetration of the shell yields values between 

these two extremes. 

Simulating probe damages in the geometry of the shells thus have an insignificant impact on 

the estimated values. However, the FE model assumes equipotential surfaces on the source 

probe areas, and that the voltage at the sense probes can be found by averaging the voltage 

values at the sense probe areas, i.e. that all four probes are in perfect contact over the whole 

contact areas. In reality, surface roughness and deviations in the probe contact angles from the 

normal angles assumed in the FE model will lead to deviations from the perfect contacts in the 

model. Although the probes were not actively moved between subsequent measurements on the 

same particles, creep and plastic deformation in the polymer cores and silver thin films often 

resulted in further indentation of the probes between the measurements. The measurements 

were conducted in four-point mode, and variations in the contact resistance should thus be 
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irrelevant. Variations in contact resistance changes the voltage drop across the contact and the 

total current. However, as the films are made of an Ohmic material, only the magnitude and not 

the distribution of the electric field changes due to changed contact resistance, and the scalar 

changes linearly with the total current, so U/I remains constant. Changes in the contact 

resistance are thus irrelevant for the same reason that the magnitude of the applied voltage or 

current is irrelevant (as long as resistive heating is negligible, as discussed later). However, 

changes in the contact structure or area could lead to slight alterations in the distribution of the 

electrical field, at least close to the contacts, as the probes are likely not in perfect electrical 

contact over the whole contact area. Such alterations are a likely cause for the slight increase 

or decrease in U/ImiBots between subsequent measurements, but not for the deviations between 

the particles, as these were much larger, as can be observed in Fig. S7. This figure shows 

U/ImiBots and the corresponding U/IFE for all measured AgPS of all four film thicknesses. Fig. 

S7 (c) is equivalent to Fig. 2 in the main text. As can be seen by comparing Fig. S7 (b) and (c), 

at the same arc length ratios the 150 nm and 100 nm films have quite similar U/ImiBots values, 

with somewhat larger scatter and some higher values in the 150 nm films. This suggest that the 

main reason that the 100 nm films yield lower ρfilm values than the 150 nm films is the film 

thickness of the FE models. Unless the real film thicknesses are almost equal, the similar 

U/ImiBots values have to be caused by intrinsic resistivity effects in the real films. 

As discussed in the main text, the FE model assumes a shell thickness equal to the nominal film 

thickness. Deviations from the nominal film thickness would be a cause of deviations between 

the measurements and the model. Fig. S8 show the calculated U/IFE and ρfilm for the AgPS in 

Fig. 1 in the main text as a function of shell thickness in the FE model. The values are calculated 

by keeping the total diameter and probe sizes and positions constant, while decreasing or 

increasing the shell thickness. As can be seen, the model yields a power law dependence of 

U/IFE on the shell thickness, and a linear dependence of ρfilm on the shell thickness. This is as 

expected from Ohms law, and (1) in the main text. 

By using the focused ion beam with an incident angle normal to the films to mill away cross 

sections, the real film thicknesses could be estimated. As seen in Fig. S9, such cross sections 

show that the nominal film thicknesses are reasonable minimum values, although deviations 

from these could be in the range of several tens of nanometer. Deviations were towards thicker 

films than the nominal values, so the elevated resistivity values cannot be explained by 

overestimation of the film thicknesses in the FE models. The thinner the films, the more difficult 
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it was to obtain clear cross-sections with the FIB, which is the reason why Fig. S9 only shows 

the three thickest films. However, AgPS from the same four production series used in this work 

were previously used as filler particles in isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs) [ref. 2 in the 

main text1], meaning they were mixed into epoxy and cured. These ICAs were cross-sectioned 

using broad beam ion milling (IM4000, Hitachi High-Technologies Co., Ltd. Japan) and 

imaged with FEG-SEM (for more details, see ref. 2). As the AgPS are randomly distributed in 

the ICA and the PMMA cores have a certain, although small, size distribution, there is no way 

of deciding if the cross sectional plane is normal to the film thickness. Still, AgPS that yield 

cross-sectional diameters close to the nominal core diameter of 30 μm can still be used to gain 

some rough estimates of the film thickness, as seen in Fig. S10. These support that the nominal 

film thicknesses used in the FE models are conservative values. If there are errors in the 

estimated resistivities introduced by the nominal film thickness values used in the FE model, 

these are underestimations, and not overestimations. 

 

                                                      
1 Pettersen, S.R., et al., Contact Resistance and Metallurgical Connections Between Silver Coated Polymer 
Particles in Isotropic Conductive Adhesives. Journal of Electronic Materials, 2016: p. 1-10. 
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Fig. S4. SEM images acquired before (a) and after (b) measurements on an AgPS with 100 nm nominal 

coating thickness. The seven subsequent voltage sweeps were almost overlapping, and yielded an 

average U/ImiBots slope of 0.095 Ω. The arc lengths between the source probe centers and sense probe 

centers were estimated to 30.6 μm and 20.9 μm, respectively. The corresponding FE model yielded a 

U/IFE value of 0.078 Ω, and film of 1.97 μΩ cm when FE was 1.62 μΩ cm. 
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Fig. S5. SEM images acquired before (a) and after (b) measurements on an AgPS with 100 nm nominal 

coating thickness. The seven subsequent voltage sweeps were almost overlapping, and yielded an 

average U/ImiBots slope of 0.119 Ω. The arc lengths between the source probe centers and sense probe 

centers were estimated to 29.0 μm and 20.4 μm, respectively. The corresponding FE model yielded a 

U/IFE value of 0.085 Ω, and film of 2.26 μΩ cm when FE was 1.62 μΩ cm. 
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Fig. S6. The voltage field divided by the total current (U/I) from the FE model corresponding to the 

particle with 150 nm nominal film thickness shown in Fig. 1. in the main text. (a) shows a homogeneous 

shell where the probes are simulated as the surfaces of spherical caps 2.5 μm in diameter, while in (b), 

holes have been made through the spherical shell and the voltage is applied or measured on the ring-

formed areas around the holes. The models yield U/IFE of 0.0526 Ω and 0.0528 Ω, respectively. 
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Fig. S7. U/I from miBots measurements and corresponding FE models for each AgPS for each of the 

four nominal film thicknesses. NB! Beware of the much larger scale on the y-axis of the 60 nm films. 

The error bars show the standard deviation caused by differences between the seven subsequent 

measurements on each AgPS. For most particles, this deviation was completely negligible compared to 

the difference between each particle. 
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Fig. S8. U/IFE (a) and the corresponding ρfilm (b) for the AgPS in Fig. 1 as a function of shell thickness 

in the FE model. The values given in the main text and used in the average values in Table I are 

calculated with 150 nm shell thickness, which is the nominal film thickness of the AgPS. 
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Fig. S9. SEM image of cross-sections milled in AgPS with 100 nm, 150 nm, and 270 nm silver film 

thickness with the FIB normal to the film surfaces. The film thicknesses have been estimated by 

accounting for the incident angle of the SEM on the cross-sections.  
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Fig. S10. FEG-SEM images of broad beam ion-milled cross-sections of isotropic conductive adhesives 

with the same AgPS used in this work as filler particles. Ø is the cross-sectional diameter of the PMMA 

cores. The cross-section is a random 2D cross-section through a matrix of randomly dispersed AgPS, 

thus the large difference in diameters. For more details, see ref. 3
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Resistive heating 

A possible effect induced by the measurements could be elevated temperatures in the metal 

films caused by resistive heating due to resistance in the films or at the source probe contacts. 

However, the temperatures necessary to achieve bulk silver resistivities similar to the estimated 

film values found in Table I in the main text, especially for the 60 nm and 270 nm nominal film 

thicknesses, are so large that we would expect the particles to start degrading. In the SEM 

images acquired between the measurements, no such degradation or change were evident, as 

seen in Fig. S11, which shows an AgPS on which one of the highest currents was measured. 

The silver films were in good metallic contact with four tungsten probes, and at the dimensions 

of the particles, any produced heat would dissipate almost instantaneously. Resistive heating, 

if present, should be larger at the maxima of the voltage sweeps, where the current is at its 

largest. This should be observable as higher U/I values, i.e. non-linear slopes, towards the 

maxima of the sweeps, yet no such behavior is observable for any of the measured AgPS. It is 

thus unlikely that the increased resistivities were caused by resistive heating. 
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Fig. S11. SEM image captured before (a) and after (b) seven subsequent measurements on an AgPS 

(100 nm film thickness) that yielded a relatively high current. No degradation caused by resistive heating 

is evident. As seen, the U/I plot is linear (c) , and there is no increase in U/I towards the larger currents. 
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XRD data 

Table II in the main text shows the grains sizes calculated from the peak with highest intensity 

in the XRD spectra for each of the film thicknesses. Fig. S12 shows the spectra for the 270 nm, 

150 nm, 100 nm, and 60 nm nominal film thicknesses, respectively. The grain sizes calculated 

from all the peaks are shown in Table SI. The grain size trend given by the XRD results are also 

supported by the cross-sectional images shown in Fig. S10, which show that the average grain 

size of the 270 nm films are smaller than the 150 nm films. 

TABLE SI. Grain sizes calculated from each peak in the XRD spectra obtained for the four nominal 

film thicknesses. 

Position [°] 270 nm [nm] 100 nm [nm] 100 nm [nm] 60 nm [nm] 

38.1 28 44 33 25 

44.3 18 31 22 17 

64.4 24 46 31 28 

77.3 21 35 30 25 

81.5 39 48 35 26 
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Fig. S12. XRD spectra of the four film thicknesses. 
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Room-temperature curing and grain growth at high humidity in conductive adhesives 

with ultra-low silver content 
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Erik Kalland 4, Dan V. Goia 3, Zhiliang Zhang 1, and Jianying He 1,a). 
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Isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs) are alternatives to metallic solders as interconnects in 

solar modules and electronic devices, but normally require silver contents > 25 vol% and 

elevated curing temperatures to achieve reasonable conductivity. In this work, ICAs are 

prepared with a silver content of 1.0 vol% by using polymer spheres coated with nanograined 

silver thin films as filler particles. In contrast to conventional ICAs, there are no organic 

lubricants on the film surfaces to obstruct the formation of metallic contacts, and conductivity 

is achieved even when the adhesive is cured at room temperature. When exposed to long-term 

storage at 85 °C and 85 % relative humidity, the silver films undergo significant grain growth, 

evidenced by FEG-SEM observation of ion-milled cross-sections and x-ray diffraction (XRD). 

This has a positive effect on the electrical conductivity of the ICA through the widening of 

metallic contacts and decreased scattering of electrons at grain boundaries, and is explained by 

an electrochemical Ostwald ripening process. The effects of decoupling heat and humidity is 

investigated by storage at either 85 °C or immersion in water. It is shown that the level of grain 

growth during the various post-curing treatments is dependent on the initial curing temperature. 

_____________________________ 

a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.  Electronic mail:  jianying.he@ntnu.no. 

Keywords: conductive adhesives; silver thin films; grain growth; electrochemical Ostwald 

ripening; electrical conductivity; curing. 
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1. Introduction 

Electrically conductive adhesives (ECAs) have been available as alternatives to metal solder 

interconnects in electronic devices for decades, and have more recently been shown as very 

promising materials for interconnecting metallic ribbons to crystalline solar cells [1-6]. 

Isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs) are ECAs containing filler particles, conventionally 

silver flakes, at a large enough volume fraction (vol%) that a percolating conductive network 

is formed throughout the polymer adhesive, normally a thermoset epoxy [7, 8]. Commercial 

flake-based ICAs typically reach bulk resistivity values around 1∙10-4 Ω∙cm, but they require a 

high silver content, usually in the range of 25 – 40 vol% [8-10]. Despite the name, flake-based 

ICAs can exhibit large anisotropies in the conductive properties, due to the tendency of silver 

flakes to align with the shear flow direction during processing [10]. ICAs require curing (i.e. 

cross-linking) of the epoxy matrix to become electrically conductive, as curing induces 

shrinkage or compressive stress which leads to the formation of electrical contacts between the 

fillers [9, 11]. To increase the curing rate and epoxy conversion (i.e. percentage of cross-linked 

epoxide groups), ICAs are cured at elevated temperatures, usually in the range of 120 – 150 °C, 

although the optimal curing temperature depends on both the epoxy system and curing method 

[12]. Many substrates for flexible electronics require processing temperatures of 150 °C or 

below to avoid thermal deformation or degradation [13-15], while silicon solar cells have been 

shown to fully avoid bending induced by thermal mismatch between the silicon and metallic 

ribbons only at temperatures below 100 °C [4, 5, 16], making ICAs very suitable 

interconnection alternatives for these applications. The main reasons why ICAs are still only 

niche products in electronic devices and have not yet been fully adopted by the solar module 

industry are reliability concerns and high material costs. The first point is most often 

investigated by accelerated aging tests such as thermal cycling or long-term storage at high 

temperature and high humidity conditions. To reduce silver content, several groups have 

suggested coating silver onto cheaper materials, most commonly copper powder [17-19]. These 

still contain large amounts of metal (> 80 wt%), yielding low resistivity but generally at the 

expense of high brittleness [20]. 

In later years, micron-sized polymer spheres coated with silver thin films (AgPS) have been 

introduced as alternative fillers in ICAs [21-24]. Such AgPS-based ICAs yield bulk resistivities 

as low as 6 – 7∙10-4 Ω∙cm while containing less than 3 vol% silver, and due to the spherical 

geometry and densities close to the epoxy matrix, the ICAs are truly isotropic [22, 23]. High-
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resolution field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) investigation of broad 

beam ion milled cross sections has revealed that the silver films of AgPS in ICAs cured at 150 

°C for 30 min are sintered together and form continuous metallurgical contacts [23]. The same 

method has shown that metallic contacts are formed between AgPS even when the epoxy is 

cured at room temperature, although these appear to be mechanically connected by 

compressional stresses from the epoxy matrix, and not the continuous structures observable 

when the ICAs are cured at 150 °C [24]. This is supported by electrical measurements, as the 

conductivity is several times higher when the ICA is cured at 150 °C than at room temperature. 

AgPS-based ICAs also show a substantial decrease in resistivity when the ICAs are stored over 

time at 85 °C/85 % relative humidity (RH) [23, 24]. This is connected to a significant grain 

growth observed in the cross-sections of the silver films after these storage conditions, which 

lead to even wider and more intimate metallic contacts. It has been hypothesized that this grain 

growth is caused by electrochemical Ostwald ripening, at which larger grains grow by 

consuming smaller grains if these are in electrical contact and in contact with water [23-25]. A 

newly developed four-point method for probing individual AgPS have revealed that the 

resistivity of the spherical silver thin films is higher than that of bulk silver [26]. The silver thin 

films are coated onto the polymer cores by electroless plating, which yields granular thin film 

structures with thicknesses and grain sizes in the same range or smaller than the electron mean 

free path length (EMFP) of bulk silver [23, 26]. At such dimensions, electron scattering at the 

film surface and grain boundaries will occur more frequently than in bulk silver, which 

increases the resistivity [27-30]. A natural inference from these results is that larger grains 

should yield lower resistivities in AgPS and thus also in ICAs. However, the changes in grain 

size during high humidity storage have previously only been observed in FEG-SEM images of 

cross-sections [23, 24], and the effects of moisture and temperature have not yet been fully 

separated. 

In this work, an AgPS-based ICA was cured at different temperatures and further exposed to 

long-term storage at either 85 °C, 85 °C/85 % RH, or immersion in de-ionized (DI) water at 

room temperature (RT). Silver grain size was estimated by x-ray diffraction (XRD), and the 

structure of the contacts were investigated by broad ion beam cross-sectioning and FEG-SEM 

imaging. The resistivity was measured by a four-wire procedure. To ensure equal starting 

conditions, all ICA samples were prepared together from the same mix of epoxy and AgPS. It 

is found that the electrical resistivity decreases and the grain size increases with increasing 
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curing temperature. The evolution of the resistivity as well as the grain size development during 

the various environmental exposures is found to depend heavily on the initial curing 

temperature. 

2. Methods and materials 

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) spheres with a nominal diameter of 30 μm (coefficient of 

variation ≤ 5 %), coated with silver to a nominal silver film thickness of 100 nm in an electroless 

plating procedure, were provided by Mosaic Solutions AS (Skjetten, Norway). The plating 

process yielded a continuous, granular thin film structure, as can be observed in Fig. 5 a). A 

low viscosity epoxy resin consisting of a mixture of bisphenol A and bisphenol F epoxy 

(Araldite PY-302-2, Huntsman Corporation, USA) was blended with a low viscosity 

polyetheramine curing agent (Jeffamine D-230, Huntsman Corporation, USA) at a ratio of 

1:0.35 by weight. The density of the uncured resin and curing agent were given as 1.18 g/cm3 

and 0.95 g/cm3 by the manufacturer, while the PMMA cores had a nominal density of 1.16 

g/cm3. AgPS were stirred into the epoxy mix at a weight fraction (wt%) of 55 %, corresponding 

to 51 vol% AgPS, and mixed two times at 2000 rpm for 2.5 min using a centrifugal mixer 

(SpeedMixer DAC 150.1 FVZ-K). The content of silver was estimated to 1.0 vol%, or 8.5 wt%. 

ICA was stencil printed as strips onto PCB boards for electrical measurements as described by 

Jain et al. [21] or into polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) molds to prepare pure, detached ICA 

bricks with dimensions 1 mm x 1mm x 0.1 mm for cross-sectioning and imaging (see Pettersen 

et al. [23] for details), as well as for XRD. The samples were divided into three series and cured 

at ambient lab conditions (approx. 20 °C and 20 %RH) for > 240 h, at 85 °C for 420 min, or at 

150 °C for 30 min. The curing times were taken from the manufacturer data sheets. The curing 

series are named RT, 85 °C, and 150 °C, respectively. 

Both ICA strips and bricks from each curing series were split into three parallels and stored at: 

i) 85 °C / 85 %RH in an environmental chamber (VCL 7006, Vötsch Industrietechnik, 

Germany) for 480 h, ii) 85 °C in a convection oven (art. no. 9010-0082, Binder, Germany) for 

480 h, or iii) long-term storage (> three months) at ambient lab conditions followed by full 

immersion in DI water at ambient lab temperature for 260 h. The parallels are named 85 °C /85 

%RH, 85 °C, or WI, respectively. See Fig. 1 for an overview of the sample preparation and 

environmental exposure. 
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Fig. 1. Overview over ICA sample preparation, curing temperature series, and environmental exposure 

parallels. 

Four-wire resistance measurements were conducted on the stencil printed ICA strips using a 

Keithley 3706 System Switch/Multimeter, as described by Jain et al. [21]. Resistivity (ρ) was 

calculated by ρ = R∙w∙t/l, where R is the measured resistance, w and t are the width and thickness 

of the metal stencil used for printing the strips, 2 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively, and l is the 

length between the voltage contacts on the strips. 

Crystallographic data on the silver films of the ICA was acquired with a Bruker-AXS D8 Focus 

X-ray diffractometer. The scanning step width was 0.03 degree, the step period 2 sec, while the 

source, sample, and detector slits were 2.0, 0.6, and 0.1 mm, respectively. The data were 

processed through Rietveld refinement with TOPAZ Academic software, and the grain sizes 

were determined using the Scherrer equation [31, 32]. 

An IM4000 argon ion milling system (Hitachi, Japan) was used to cut cross-sections 

approximately 0.1 mm into the edge of the detached ICA pieces. The instrument was run in 

cross-sectioning mode, with an acceleration voltage of 4 kV and a milling time of 6 hours per 

sample. The cross-sectioned surfaces were imaged with FEG-SEM (Ultra 55 limited edition, 

Zeiss, Germany) at an acceleration voltage of 2 kV, using an in-lens secondary electron 

detector. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Evolution of resistivity 

29 h after preparation, the average resistivity of the RT series was 7.7×10-3 Ω∙cm, with a 

standard deviation of 1.7×10-3 Ω∙cm for 30 ICA strips (n = 30). At this point, the epoxy had 

gelled, but not fully cured. After 264 h, the RT series had surpassed the curing time given in 

the datasheet and the resistivity decreased to 7.0×10-3 ± 1.5×10-3 Ω∙cm. The 85 °C and 150 °C 

series were cured immediately after preparation, and yielded resistivities 3.0×10-3 ± 0.4×10-3 

Ω∙cm (n = 28) and 1.5×10-3 ± 0.1×10-3 Ω∙cm (n = 28), respectively, after curing. The WI 

parallels were stored for > three months at ambient lab conditions before being immersed in 

water and showed no change in resistivity during that period. It should be emphasized that the 

standard deviations are due to scatter between the individual ICA strip resistances, and that this 

scatter decreased in both absolute and relative values as the curing temperature increased. The 

average resistivity of each parallel was thus different from the total series average, even before 

the long-term environmental exposures. Every individual ICA strip followed the resistivity 

development of its parallel, shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2. Resistivity development of the series cured at room temperature (RT), 85 °C or 150 °C as a 

function of time stored at either 85 °C or at 85 °C / 85 % RH. The error bars show ± 1 standard deviation. 
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Fig. 3. Resistivity development of the series cured at room temperature (RT), 85 °C or 150 °C as a 

function of time immersed in DI water. The error bars show ± 1 standard deviation. 

3.2 Grain sizes 

As shown in Fig. 4, the ICA yielded XRD spectra with five distinct peaks at around 38, 44, 64, 

77, and 81 °. The peak at 38 ° was the most intensive for all samples. The grain sizes estimated 

from this peak before and after the three post-treatment parallels for all three curing series can 

be found in Table I. XRD spectra for the 85 °C and 150 °C curing series as well as estimated 

grain sizes from all diffraction peaks can be found in the supplementary material. 

 

Fig. 4. XRD spectra for the ICA series cured at room temperature before and after the three parallel 

environmental exposures. 
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Table I. Grain sizes calculated from the peaks with highest intensity (≈ 38 °) for all three curing series 

before and after environmental exposure. 

Series/Parallel After curing [nm] 85 °C [nm] 85 °C /85 %RH [nm] WI [nm] 

RT 28.9 36.3 65.4 35.4 

85°C 32.0 33.1 48.3 32.7 

150°C 34.3 33.6 38.3 34.1 

 

3.3 FEG-SEM cross-section investigation 

Fig. 5 a) shows that the AgPS are monodisperse in size, with diameters around 30 μm. When 

mixed in epoxy to form an ICA, the AgPS are randomly dispersed, and a two-dimensional cross 

section can thus reveal cut planes along the whole diameter of the AgPS, as seen in Fig. 5 b). 

Fig. 6 shows contact structures in cured samples before as well as after the three environmental 

exposure parallels of the RT series. As seen in Fig. 6 a), a metallic contact have formed between 

two AgPS, with the original film surfaces still clearly traceable along the contact interface. 

However, many of the films in close vicinity observable in the two-dimensional cross-sections 

were not in metallic contact, as illustrated in Fig. 6 b). This can be either because the cross-

sectional plane does not cut through the area in the three-dimensional contact structure where 

the films are in metallic contact, or because there is no metallic contact between the films of 

these specific particles. The presence of such contact structures where the silver films are 

separated by only a few nm of epoxy supports the assumption that the metallic contacts 

observed between other films in the cross-section are not artefacts from the ion milling process, 

as discussed in more detail in [23]. No large changes in the structure of the films and contacts 

are observed after storage at 85 °C without elevated humidity, as shown in Fig. 6 c), nor after 

immersion in water, as can be observed in Fig. 6 d). After storage at 85 °C/85 %RH, significant 

grain growth is observed along the whole circumference of the silver thin films. As can be seen 

in Fig. 6 e), this leads to wide, continuous metallurgical contacts. ICAs cured at elevated 

temperatures show the same behavior, although with a tendency toward metallurgical contacts 

before post-curing treatments, and significant grain growth after storage at 85 °C/85 %RH, as 

can be observed in the supplementary material as well as in [23, 24]. 
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Fig. 5. (a) 30 μm PMMA spheres coated with 100 nm silver (AgPS). (b) Ion-milled cross-section of 51 

vol% AgPS embedded in epoxy, i.e. an ICA with 1.0 vol% silver. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Conductivity after room-temperature curing 

The resistivity of this ICA decreases with increasing curing temperature, which is consistent 

with previous reports on both conventional [33-35] and AgPS-based [21, 24] ICAs. This is 

caused by a more densely cross-linked epoxy matrix, leading to higher inter-particle pressures 

and thus larger and more intimate contacts, as well as likely sintering of the silver films [23, 

24]. However, relatively low resistivities are achieved in AgPS-based ICAs even when the 

samples are cured at room temperature. Furthermore, the ICA is conductive already after 29 h 

at room temperature, at which the epoxy matrix have gelled, but not fully cured. The resistivity 

does not decrease much during the next 211 h, which is approximately the period required for 

the epoxy to reach its full cross-linking potential at room temperature. The epoxy system used 

in this investigation thus provides enough compressional stress for electrical contacts to be 

formed between the AgPS already in its gelled state, i.e. before it is fully cured and hardened. 

Further long-term storage (> 3 months) at the same, ambient conditions does not lead to 

additional decrease in resistivity. 

As seen in Fig. 6 a), metallic contacts are formed between the surfaces of the silver films, 

although the original film surfaces are clearly observable along the contact interface, suggesting 

pressure-induced contacts in the ICAs cured at room-temperature. In conventional ICAs, a thin 

layer of lubricant in the form of carboxylate salts is present on the surface of the silver flakes 

[15, 36]. This lubricant layer is a leftover from the silver flake production process, and prevents 

the flakes from agglomerating. It is also detrimental to the conductivity of the ICA, although 
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Fig. 6. Contact structures of the various parallels of the RT series. Metallic (a) and non-metallic (b) 

contacts before environmental storage, and metallic contacts after storage at 85 °C (c), immersion in 

water (d), and at 85 °C/ 85 %RH (e). 
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lubricant removal is not a prerequisite for achieving conductivity [36]. This is because electrical 

contacts also can be non-metallic, as electrons can cross a thin (< about 10 nm) non-conductive 

layer by quantum tunnelling [37]. However, the resistance contribution from a non-metallic 

contact will be much higher than that of a metallic contact of the same size. Zhang et al. showed 

that by using epoxies with mild reducing capacities, the silver carboxylate salts could be 

reduced and removed, allowing metallurgical joints to form between the silver flakes when 

cured at 150 °C [15]. This yielded resistivities as low at 2.5×10-5 Ω∙cm with 80 wt% silver 

flakes, an order of magnitude lower than conventional ICAs. The reduction was only reported 

for elevated temperatures, so such a method might not be usable for room-temperature curing. 

Still, from this and other investigations, it is clear that a reduction or removal of the lubricant 

layer and/or oxide layer on silver flakes allows for ICA with low resistivities due to the 

formation of mechanical metallic contacts and even sintered metallurgical contacts [38]. These 

contacts can be formed either directly between the silver flakes, by sintering of nanoparticles, 

or reduction of silver salts. Contrarily, the AgPS do not have any lubricants on the surface of 

the silver films, and should theoretically be able to form metallic contacts if the silver films can 

penetrate the intermediate epoxy. It can be observed from the cross-sections that asperities on 

the silver films are pressed into contact with adjacent films even with curing at room 

temperature. Such contacts are likely initial spots for the sintering of metallurgical contacts at 

elevated temperatures. A certain amount of surface roughness and asperities on the silver film 

surfaces may thus be beneficial for the conductivity of the ICAs. 

4.2 Grain size and growth effect on resistivity 

The grain sizes increase for all curing series during most of the environmental exposures, and 

here is an obvious correlation between the level of grain growth and the resistivity. The 

resistivity of the RT series decreases from an average value of 7.0×10-3 Ω∙cm to 5.6×10-3 Ω∙cm 

and 6.1×10-3 Ω∙cm at the last measurements of the 85 °C and WI parallels, respectively. The 

corresponding grain sizes estimated from the peak at 38 ° increase from 28.9 nm to 36.3 nm 

and 35.4 nm, respectively. For the 85 °C/85 %RH parallel of the RT series, the final resistivity 

is 2.4×10-3 Ω∙cm and the grain size 65.4 nm. For the 85 °C and 150 °C series, grain growth also 

occurs during curing, with higher curing temperatures yielding larger grains, which also 

correlates with the decreasing resistivity at elevated curing temperatures. 

When the grain size of metal thin films becomes smaller than the EMFP of the bulk metal, 

electron scattering at the grain boundaries will occur more frequently and the resistivity 
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increases above that of the bulk metal [29, 30]. The EMFP of bulk silver is 52 nm [39], and 

individually measured single AgPS with grain sizes below this limit have indeed been shown 

to have higher resistivities than bulk silver [26]. However, although the trends in the grain 

growth correlate with the development in resistivity, the absolute values do not. The 150 °C 

series yield lower resistivities than the 85 °C/85 %RH parallel of the RT series even before any 

environmental exposure, although the latter yields the largest grain size and is the only parallel 

where the grain size is larger than the EMFP of bulk silver. This suggests that an effect of grain 

size on the intrinsic resistivity of the silver films is only one of several contributions to the bulk 

resistivity of the ICA, and not the most important. 

During storage at 85 °C/85 %RH, the number of observed metallic contacts in the cross-sections 

increases, as does the average width of the contacts [24]. When the cross-sectional area of a 

conductor decreases, this will cause a constriction resistance [37]. Wider contacts decrease this 

constriction resistance, as well as decreasing the length between the contacts, which will reduce 

the overall resistance [23]. The widening of the contacts is connected to the significant grain 

growth occurring at these conditions. For the 150 °C series, this widening and change in the 

contact structures only leads to a small decrease in bulk resistivity, from 1.5∙10-5 to 1.3∙10-5 

Ω∙cm. This suggests that the contacts of the 150 °C series after curing are so intimate and wide 

that there is not much more to gain in reduced contact and constriction resistance by further 

widening. For the 85 °C series and even more for the RT series, the gains in reduced resistivity 

from the increased contact areas are larger, supporting the assumption that these were not as 

wide and intimate as the 150 °C series after curing. 

4.3 Grain growth mechanisms 

Theoretically, two perfectly flat and clean metallic surfaces will spontaneously form bonds 

through inter-atomic forces when brought into contact [40]. Contaminations are obstacles 

against such bonding, but these can be overcome by adding energy through heat or pressure 

[38]. For nanoscale contacts, the probability to encounter defects are much smaller due to the 

small contact areas, and these require less energy to achieve metallic bonding via interdiffusion 

compared to macroscale bonding.  Due to a large surface-to-volume ratio, the grains of the 

silver thin films will also be more reactive and sensitive to heat than the larger grains of bulk 

silver. From the XRD results it is evident that there is a certain amount of grain growth due to 

the additional heat induced by the elevated curing temperatures. 
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It is also clear that any further grain growth after the primary curing is influenced by the initial 

curing temperature. Although the measured resistivities and FEG-SEM images suggest that 

compressive stresses from the epoxy matrix are larger for the ICAs cured at elevated 

temperatures, the grain growth during the environmental exposures is largest in the RT series, 

implying that the compressive stresses are not the main factor influencing the grain size. The 

number of non-reacted amine groups on the polyetheramine crosslinker molecules is higher in 

the ICAs cured at lower temperatures. If these function as coordinating ligands for the silver 

ions, more ions can be mobile at a given time, which will change the equilibrium concentration 

of ions and thus increase the reaction rate of the silver grain growth. Alkylamines can form 

complexes with silver ions, and have been used to stabilize and disperse silver nanoparticles 

[41-43], supporting the feasibility of this mechanism. A certain amount of the decrease in 

resistivity at elevated temperatures may be ascribed to further cross-linking by post-curing, as 

this process naturally will be higher for the epoxies with more non-reacted groups. However, 

post-curing does not explain the differences in grain growth, nor the large difference between 

the 85 °C and 85 °C/85 %RH environmental exposure parallels. 

The most prominent result in the grain size development, supported by both cross-sections and 

XRD, is that there is significant grain growth when the ICAs are saturated with water. The grain 

size increases more when the samples are stored at 85 °C/85 %RH than when the samples are 

fully immersed in water at room temperature, suggesting that although water is a driving factor 

for grain growth, the process is accelerated by higher temperatures. According to Gakkestad et 

al., the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the same epoxy system as used in this work is 78 °C 

when the ICA is cured at 150 °C for 30 min [22]. Tg is a function of conversion of the epoxy 

[44, 45], and the thermal expansion of the ICAs increases above the glass transition [22]. Thus, 

the thermal expansion at 85 °C should be higher for the ICAs cured at lower temperatures. This 

yields less compressive stresses, but will also increase the volume available for water 

absorption. 

The grain growth process observed here can be explained by an electrochemical Ostwald 

ripening process, as introduced by Redmond et al [25]. There is a negative shift in the standard 

electrode potential of small metal particles, especially prominent for particles with diameters < 

20 – 30 nm, causing smaller particles to oxidize more easily and more readily release ions than 

larger particles of the same material. The equilibrium concentration of silver ions will therefore 

be larger around smaller particles. For small particles in water, there will also be a depression  
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the electrochemical Ostwald ripening process in silver thin films. 

of the work function, and smaller particles will release electrons more easily than larger 

particles. At electrical equilibrium there will thus be a partial positive charge on smaller 

particles and a partial negative charge on larger particles, setting up an electrical field that will 

draw silver ions towards the larger particles. The grain growth process is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

The silver ion accepts an electron and is incorporated onto a larger grain (step 1). The larger 

grain accepts an electron from the smaller grain to re-establish electrical equilibrium (step 2). 

The process thus demands that the reacting grains are in electrically conductive contact, either 

directly or through intermediary grains or a conductive substrate. For electrical equilibrium to 

be re-established also in the smaller, now even more positively charged grain, it releases a silver 

ion (step 3) and the growth cycle can continue. Although Redmond et al. investigate the process 

for individual silver particles on conductive substrates [25], they find several examples of thin 

films in literature that can be explained by the same process. A controlling factor is the diffusion 

of silver ions from the smaller to the larger grains, which means that the rate of the process 

increases with elevated temperature. The process will also be dependent on the amount of 

dissolved silver ions, and is thus in line with the previous hypothesis of non-reacted amine 

groups functioning as coordinating ligands. 

4.3 Long-term stability  

The grain structure of the silver films is not energetically stable, as evident from the grain 

growth first during elevated curing temperatures and further during the various environmental 

conditions. However, it is also evident that the ICAs are partially stabilized after the initial grain 
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growth during curing at elevated temperatures. Both the 85 °C and 150 °C series require 

simultaneous exposure to both elevated temperature and moisture (85 °C/85 %RH) before any 

substantial changes in the structural and electrical properties occur. The RT series is more 

vulnerable, as this shows grain growth both after storage at 85 °C and after immersion in water. 

Over the periods of time investigated in this work, the net effect of grain growth on the electrical 

properties of the ICAs is positive. However, in a real application where the ICA is used as an 

electrical interconnect, this may not be the case if there is silver migration towards only one 

side of the contact due to an electrical field. Further studies should thus investigate the electrical 

properties of ICAs under influence of a bias voltage, as well as means for controlling the grain 

growth process. According to Redmond et al., the electrochemical Ostwald ripening process is 

accelerated by silver nitrate and slowed down by sodium nitrate, and also sensitive to pH [25], 

whereas this work implies that the role of amines is worth further investigation. 

5 Conclusion 

This investigation show that both the stability and electrical conductivity of ICAs with ultra-

low silver content increase with increasing isothermal curing temperature. However, reasonable 

conductivity is achieved already after gelling, when the curing temperature is not elevated 

above room temperature. This is attributed to the absence of the organic lubricant layer that is 

ordinarily present on conventional silver flake fillers, as the lack of such a layer eases the 

formation of inter-particle contacts. The combination of very low silver content and the ability 

to achieve conductivity at room temperature should make AgPS-based ICAs attractive options 

for interconnects with high demands for cost-efficiency and low-temperature requirements, 

such as solar modules and flexible electronics. The curing time at room temperature is too long 

for most practical applications, but this can be circumvented by the use of more reactive epoxy 

systems and by increasing the curing temperature within the processing window of the 

contacting components. When the ICAs are exposed to heat and moisture after curing, there is 

an increase in the grain size of the silver films of the filler particles, which correlates inversely 

with the initial curing temperature. This grain growth has a net positive effect on the electrical 

conductivity of the ICAs, lowering the resistivity of samples cured at room temperature towards 

the resistivity of the samples cured at elevated temperatures. The grain growth is explained by 

an electrochemical process, and further studies could reveal how and to what extent the process 

can be accelerated or decelerated at various environmental and chemical conditions. However, 

the lowest resistivity and best long-term stability are still obtained for ICAs initially cured at 
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elevated temperatures, so these qualities have to be weighed against the need for lower 

processing temperatures. 
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XRD spectra and grain size data 

 

Fig. S1. XRD spectra for the AgPS powder (30 μm PMMA spheres coated with 100 nm silver). Powder 

has been stored at ambient conditions. 

 

Table S1. Grain sizes calculated from the five peaks in the XRD spectra for the pure AgPS powder. 

2Θ [°] Grain size [nm] 

38.0 31.0 

44.2 21.4 

64.3 33.1 

77.2 25.2 

81.4 44.4 
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The mean grain size of AgPS powder is larger than in the RT samples before these are subjected 

to the environmental conditions. The peak broadening used to estimate the grain size through 

Scherrer’s equation is not dependent solely on grain size, but also on other factors such as lattice 

strains and grain shape [1, 2]. The technique is thus best suited for comparing similar samples 

with the same initial conditions, such as the ICAs in this investigation. The AgPS powder was 

measured some months after the preparation and XRD measurements of the ICAs, so this 

difference in grain size could also be caused by slight grain growth in the silver films of the 

AgPS powder during that period. 

 

Table S2. Grain sizes calculated from the five peaks in the XRD spectra for the RT series, seen in Fig. 

4 in the main article. 

After curing 85°C 85°C/85%RH WI 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

37.9 28.9 38.3 36.3 38.2 65.4 37.9 35.4 

44.0 19.6 44.4 21.6 44.3 42.0 44.1 20.9 

64.2 37.4 64.5 31.5 64.4 46.1 64.2 26.1 

77.1 23.8 77.5 23.1 77.4 36.9 77.2 21.0 

81.3 27.4 81.6 44.8 81.5 50.9 81.3 35.2 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

[1] U. Holzwarth, N. Gibson, The Scherrer equation versus the 'Debye-Scherrer equation', Nat Nano 6(9) 

(2011) 534-534. 

[2] P. Scherrer, Bestimmung der Größe und der inneren Struktur von Kolloidteilchen mittels Röntgenstrahlen, 

Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, Mathematisch-Physikalische Klasse 2 

(1918) 98-100. 
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Fig. S2. XRD spectra for the ICA series cured at 85 °C before any post-curing treatment, as well as long 

term storage at 85 °C and 85 °C/85 %RH. 

 

Table S3. Grain sizes calculated from the five peaks in the XRD spectra for the 85 °C series, seen in 

Fig. S2. 

After curing 85°C 85°C/85%RH WI 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

38.0 32.0 38.3 33.1 38.1 48.3 38.1 32.7 

44.1 21.1 44.4 26.8 44.3 31.6 44.3 23.8 

64.3 28.0 64.6 35.3 64.4 42.5 64.4 45.6 

77.2 23.1 77.5 28.3 77.3 39.2 77.3 27.5 

81.4 27.1 81.6 35.2 81.5 40.4 81.4 29.8 
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Fig. S3. XRD spectra for the ICA series cured at 150 °C before any post-curing treatment, as well as 

long term storage at 85 °C and 85 °C/85 %RH. 

 

Table S4. Grain sizes calculated from the five peaks in the XRD spectra for the 150 °C series, seen in 

Fig. S3. 

After curing 85°C 85°C/85%RH WI 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

2Θ [°] Grain size 

[nm] 

38.4 34.3 38.4 33.6 38.1 38.3 37.9 34.1 

44.6 22.4 44.6 23.7 44.3 27.3 44.1 27.4 

64.7 40.7 64.7 31.0 64.4 37.1 64.2 43.4 

77.6 25.4 77.6 29.8 77.3 37.5 77.1 27.5 

81.7 30.4 81.7 31.5 81.5 46.9 81.2 27.8 
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FEG-SEM images 

 

Fig. S4. Contact structures before environmental storage (a), after storage at 85 °C (b), and after storage 

at 85 °C/85 %RH for ICA cured at 85 °C. 
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Fig. S5. Contact structures before environmental storage (a), after storage at 85 °C (b), and after storage 

at 85 °C/85 %RH for ICA cured at 150 °C. 
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Fig. S6. Lower magnification of two of the contact structures from the RT series seen in Fig. 6 in the 

main text. The contact structure before environmental storage (a) is clearly narrower than the structure 

after storage at 85 ° C/85 %RH (b). Also notice in (b) that the massive grain growth occurs along the 

whole circumference of the film, not only in the contact zones. 
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The flash diffusivity method, also known as laser flash analysis (LFA), is commonly used to 

obtain the thermal diffusivity (α) and thermal conductivity (κ) of materials, due to its relative 

simplicity, rapid measurements, small sample size requirement, and commercially available 

instruments. In this work, an epoxy adhesive was filled with a large fraction of homogeneous 

micron-sized PMMA spheres coated with thin silver films, such that a percolating metallic 

network that dominated the electric and thermal transport formed through the polymer at < 3 

vol% silver. Specific heat capacity (Cp) was measured from the LFA measurements by a 

comparative method, and from the total and reversible heat flow signals of modulated 

differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC). κ was estimated as the product of α, Cp, and density 

( ), and is found to vary significantly with the method to find Cp. The electron contribution is 

found from the electrical conductivity by Wiedemann-Franz law, and is used to elucidate the 

thermal transport mechanisms in the composite. A theoretical background for the various 

methods is also included. 
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1. Introduction 

Thermal management becomes ever more important in electronic packaging, and increasing the 

thermal conductivity of packaging materials such as polymers is thus a high priority for the 

academic community and industry [1, 2]. To increase the thermal conductivity of polymer 

interconnect materials, thermally conductive fillers are typically added to the polymer matrix 

at high filler loadings (> 30 vol%) [2]. Such fillers can be carbon-based (e.g. graphite, graphene, 

carbon black, carbon nanotubes, carbon fibers, or diamond), or ceramic or metal particles [1, 

2]. Isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs), is a special class of polymer-based interconnect 

materials, where electrically conductive filler particles form a percolating, isotropic network 

through a polymer adhesive [3, 4]. ICAs are alternatives to metallic solders, and are especially 

suitable for interconnects that require low processing temperatures or are difficult to wet with 

solders. Silver is the metal with lowest electrical resistivity and highest thermal conductivity, 

1.62×10-6 Ω∙cm and 429 W/m∙K at 25 °C [5], respectively. Although copper is cheaper and 

almost as good a conductor, it is more easily oxidized, and while copper oxide is an insulator, 

silver oxide is conductive [3, 4]. Due to its superior electrical properties, silver is therefore the 

preferred filler material in ICAs. Typical commercial ICAs are composed of a thermoset epoxy 

binder with silver flakes embedded for electrical and thermal conductivity, sometimes in 

combination with solid silver particles. Commercial ICAs attain electrical conductivities (σ) 

around 104 S/cm and thermal conductivities (κ) around 3 W/(m∙K) at normal curing conditions, 

but require a high content of silver, around 85 weight percent (wt%) or up to 40 volume percent 

(vol%) [6]. In addition, the silver flakes tend to align with the shear flow direction during 

processing, which can lead to large anisotropies in the conductive properties [6]. In recent years, 

homogeneously sized polymer spheres coated with thin films of silver (AgPS) have been shown 

as a viable alternative to silver flakes and solid silver particles in ICAs [7, 8]. AgPS-based ICAs 

are truly isotropic, and as the spherical silver films are much thinner than the diameter of the 

polymer cores, most of the AgPS will be polymer, and percolating networks can be formed at 

much lower silver contents than in conventional ICAs. AgPS-based ICAs have been shown to 

yield σ > 1500 S/cm at less than 3 vol% silver [7, 8], and the mechanisms controlling the 

electrical properties of these conductive composites are starting to be clarified [8-10]. However, 

investigation of the thermal properties of AgPS-based ICAs have been sparse, and to our best 

knowledge, only one paper has been published on the subject to date [7]. The mechanisms 

controlling the thermal transport of these ICAs are still largely unexplored. 
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Thermal conductivity is typically measured indirectly through the flash diffusivity method, also 

known as laser flash analysis (LFA), due to its relative simplicity, rapid measurements, small 

sample size requirements, as well as the availability of standardized, commercial instruments 

[11]. In the method, thermal diffusivity (α), specific heat capacity (Cp), and volume density ( ) 

are measured separately, and κ is calculated through [11-14] 

κ = α Cp ρ, (1) 

where all factors, including the thermal conductivity, are functions of the temperature of the 

material. LFA is commonly used to estimate κ for polymer composites with percolating 

networks of fillers, but often without revealing and discussing the intermediate factors α, Cp, 

and  [6, 7, 15-18]. Cp is commonly measured either by a comparative method directly from 

the LFA results [12], or separately by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [19, 20], while 

the potential deviations between the two methods are overlooked. 

In this work, we investigate an epoxy matrix with AgPS at equal filler content but varying silver 

film thicknesses, yielding composites with silver content ranging from 0.7 – 2.9 vol%. Thermal 

diffusivity is measured by LFA, while specific heat capacity is estimated by both LFA and 

modulated DSC, where the latter can separate the reversible and non-reversible contributions 

to the specific heat capacity. Specific heat capacity, and further thermal conductivity, is found 

to be very dependent on the measurement procedure. We show that the thermal properties of 

the composites is dominated by the silver thin films, as these have much higher thermal 

conductivity than the polymer matrix and form a percolating network. In addition, the electron 

contribution to the thermal conductivity is estimated from electric 4-point measurements using 

Wiedemann-Franz law [21, 22]. By comparing the results from electronic and thermal 

measurements, we reveal more about the thermal transport in the composites than what would 

be possible by thermal measurement alone. A brief theory and methodology section is included 

to summarize the mechanisms behind thermal transport as well as give readers basic insight on 

the methods. 
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2. Theory and methodology 

2.1 Thermal transport and Wiedemann-Franz law 

Heat is conducted through a material by heat carriers, which in solids will be charge carriers 

(electrons and holes), and atomic lattice vibrations, the energy quanta known as phonons [1]. 

Polymers are generally electrical insulators, thus there are no free charge carriers, and heat is 

transported by phonons. As phonons are scattered by defects and non-crystalline sections, the 

thermal conductivity of polymers is strongly affected by their crystallinity, and can vary from 

around 0.2 W/(m∙K) for amorphous polymers such as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to 

around 0.5 W/(m∙K) for highly crystalline polymers. Contrarily, κ in metals is generally 

assumed to be dominated by electron transport, and there is thus a close relationship between σ 

and κ, as described by the Wiedemann-Franz law [21, 22] 

κ/σ = L T. (2) 

Here, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvins, and L is the Lorenz factor. The theoretical value 

of L = (π2/3)(kB/e)2 = 2.44×10-8 V2/K2, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and e is the elementary 

charge [22]. The electrical conductivity is normally obtained from the 4-point method, where 

electrical current is passed through the sample between two points and the voltage is measured 

by two intermediate probes [11]. σ is then obtained by multiplying the resultant resistance (R) 

with an analytically or numerically established factor that accounts for the finite geometry of 

the sample. If the phonon contribution is unneglectable, κ can be expressed as [18, 22] 

κ = κe + κph = σ L T + κph, (3) 

where κe and κph are the electron and phonon contributions to the thermal conductivity, 

respectively.  

2.2 Laser Flash Analysis (LFA) 

Thermal conductivity, κ, is typically obtained indirectly by first finding thermal diffusivity, α, 

through the LFA method, where α is the speed at which a heat pulse diffuses through the 

material. As can be seen from Eq. (1), α is the ratio between κ and Cp times . The definition 

of α in Eq. (1) is derived on the assumption of a homogeneous, isotropic material [23-26]. Using 

the procedure to measure α and further to obtain κ for composites therefore requires the implicit 

approximation of the composite as a hypothetical homogeneous material, where κ, α, Cp, and ρ 
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are effective properties of this material [23-26]. The LFA method is named after the procedure 

first proposed by Parker et al., where a short pulse or flash of thermal energy is released by a 

laser or flash lamp towards a thin material specimen, where it is absorbed on the surface [12]. 

Parts of the thermal energy is conducted through the material to the backside of the sample, 

where the surface temperature (T) rise is measured as a function of time (t), typically by an 

infrared (IR) detector, yielding transient curves (T(t)). By preparing samples with much larger 

width or diameter than thickness, non-axial heat flow is assumed to be negligible. With this 

assumption and adiabatic conditions, i.e. no heat-loss from the sample surfaces, the time (tx) 

required for the backside temperature (Tx) to rise from a baseline to a fraction (x) of the 

maximum temperature (Tm) can be used to calculate α through  

α = kx l2/tx, (4) 

where l is the sample thickness and kx = 1.38/π2 at x = 0.5, i.e. at the half-rise time [12-14]. 

Perfect adiabatic transients are rarely achieved, and several models exist to correct for heat 

losses, such as the methods proposed by Cowan [27, 28] and Clark and Taylor [29]. In these 

methods, α at the half rise time as estimated from Eq. (4) is corrected by multiplication with 

Kc/k0.5, where Kc is a correction factor dependent on the ratios of the rise times at certain points 

in the transients [13]. In modern commercial LFA instruments, the methods are implemented 

by fitting the whole transients to the models by least-squares methods [30]. 

The unknown Cp can be estimated from the same transients as α by comparison to a reference 

sample with known Cp values [12-14]. The specific heat capacity (heat capacity per unit mass) 

is a measure for the amount of thermal energy (Q) required to increase the temperature per unit 

mass of a material by T (in K or °C),  

p
QC

m T
. (5) 

If the heat source releases the same amount of thermal energy in each flash and the heat 

absorption of the reference and unknown sample is equal, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as Q = 

(Cp m T)ref = (Cp m T)sample, where T is the temperature difference from the baseline to the 

maximum temperature (Tm – Tb). As m = V = l A, where l is the thickness of the sample and 

A is the surface area, this becomes (Cp l A T)ref  = (Cp l A T)sample. If Aref = Asample, which 
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can be solved by placing an aperture with a fixed opening between the flash lamp and samples, 

the unknown Cp of the sample can be found by 

,

( )
( )

p ref
p sample

sample

C l T
C

l T
. (6) 

When Cp is derived from LFA by the comparative method, the density of the unknown sample 

is a factor that must be measured and taken into account. However, it is easily seen by 

combining Eq. (6) with Eq. (1) that κ is independent of sample, i.e. that any arbitrary value can 

be used for the density of the sample if one is only interested in κ. Still, for Eq. (6) to be valid, 

in addition to the requirement of identical heat absorption, heat loss must be negligible or known 

in both the reference and unknown sample, which is all but impossible to achieve. The method 

is thus still prone to experimental errors, and is often found to be unreliable and lead to 

underestimation of κ [11]. 

2.3 Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC) 

The most frequently used method for obtaining Cp is differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

[11], in which the difference in heat flow required to heat or cool the sample and an inert 

reference sample (often an empty crucible) at the same, controlled heating or cooling rate is 

measured [31]. The differential heat flow signal can be used to identify phase changes such as 

melting of crystalline polymers (endothermic), kinetic processes such as epoxy curing 

(exothermic) and stress relaxation (endothermic), and material transitions such as the glass 

transition of amorphous polymers (endothermic) [19, 32]. However, the signal will be a 

superposition of all individual contributions, and overlapping contributions can be difficult to 

separate and identify [32]. The total differential heat flow (dQ/dt) [W] can be described by the 

general equation [32] 

( , )dQ dTC f T t
dt dt

, (7) 

where C is the heat capacity of the material [J/°C], dT/dt is the heating rate [°C/s], and f(T, t) 

[W] is the heat flow from kinetic processes, only dependent on time at an absolute temperature. 

In regular DSC, an (apparent) Cp can be calculated by comparing the total heat flow per unit 

mass of the sample to the heat flow per unit mass of a reference with known Cp [31]. However, 

when the heating rate is constant, the heat capacity and kinetic components cannot be separated, 
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and the calculated apparent Cp will contain both reversible (heat-capacity) and non-reversible 

(kinetic) components. Modulated DSC (MDSC) solves this by overlaying a modulated (most 

commonly sinusoidal) low-frequency perturbation onto the standard linear temperature ramp 

of a regular DSC scan [19, 20, 32]. The reversible component of the apparent total heat capacity, 

Cp,rev is then acquired directly from the ratio of the modulated heat flow amplitude to the 

modulated heating rate amplitude times the sample mass [20]. The apparent, or total, Cp,tot is 

calculated from the ratio of the normalized average heat flow to the underlying heating rate 

times the sample mass, and should upon the fulfillment of certain experimental conditions equal 

the apparent Cp obtained from regular DSC. A more detailed review of the theory behind 

MDSC, can be found in [20]. According to ASTM standard E2716 – 09, the estimated Cp values 

should be calibrated by multiplication with a specific heat capacity constant KCp, which is 

obtained by performing the same measurement on a sapphire control sample and taking the 

ratio between the known reference and measured Cp values of the sapphire sample [33]. The 

last value, that of the non-reversible components, is then obtained by [20] 

Cp,non-rev = Cp,tot – Cp,rev. (8) 

3. Experimental 

3.1 Sample preparation 

AgPS comprised of monodisperse PMMA spheres with a nominal diameter of 30 μm and four 

different nominal silver film thicknesses (60 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 270 nm) were provided 

by Mosaic Solutions AS (Skjetten, Norway) and mixed into epoxy to create four ICA series.  

ICAs and epoxy control samples were molded as detached bricks with dimensions 10 mm × 10 

mm × 1 mm and cured at 150 °C for 30 min. A summary of the pre-cure densities, AgPS content, 

and silver content of the five sample series can be observed in Table I. For more details on 

sample preparation, see [8]. 

To create clean and planar surfaces, six samples from each series were polished on both sides 

at 150 rpm using SiC paper from Struers (#4000; grain size 5 μm). Typical sample surfaces 

before and after polishing can be observed in Fig. 1. 
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Table I. Calculated pre-cure densities, volume fractions [vol%], and weight fractions [wt%] of the 

epoxy and four ICA series. Calculations are based on the weight fractions (measured) and nominal 

densities (given by the manufactures) of the constituents, as well as nominal diameter and film 

thicknesses of the AgPS. 

Series 

Nominal film 

thickness [nm] 

Density 

[g/cm3] 

AgPS 

[vol%] 

AgPS 

[wt%] 

Silver 

[vol%] 

Silver 

[wt%] 

Epoxy na 1.11 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 

60Ag 60 1.20 55.7 % 59.0 % 0.7 % 5.8 % 

100Ag 100 1.24 55.9 % 60.5 % 1.1 % 9.3 % 

150Ag 150 1.29 56.3 % 62.4 % 1.7 % 13.4 % 

270Ag 270 1.41 56.1 % 65.5 % 2.9 % 21.7 % 

 

  

Fig. 1. Optical micrographs of the surface of a sample from the 270Ag series as-prepared (a) and after 

(b) mechanical polishing. 

3.2 Thickness measurements and density calculations 

The dimensions of each sample after polishing were measured at room temperature using a 

digital caliper with 1 μm resolution. The thickness of each sample was averaged from four 

measurements. The side lengths were measured, and the volume was calculated by assuming 

rectangular cuboid samples. Each sample was weighed using a balance with 0.1 mg resolution. 

The density at room temperature was calculated for each sample, and further averaged for each 

series. 
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3.3 Electrical conductivity measurements 

The electrical volume conductivity was measured directly on the polished surfaces of six 

samples from each ICA series using a 4-pin setup (Loresta-GP MCP-T610 with a 4-pin NSCP 

probe, Mitsubishi Chemical Analytech, Japan). Each sample was measured eight times. For 

more details, see [8]. The conductivity was calculated by  

1σ =
R l RCF

, (9) 

where R is the measured resistance, l is the thickness of the sample, and RCF is a resistivity 

correction factor calculated by the instrument to account for the positioning and pin spacing of 

the probe and the geometry of the samples. Wiedemann-Franz law (Eq. (2)) was used to 

calculate the corresponding thermal conductivity, using the theoretical Lorenz factor (2.44×10-

8 V2/K2) and T = 298 K. 

3.4 Laserflash Analysis 

3.4.1 Thermal diffusivity 

α of the ICA and epoxy control series were determined by LFA at 25 °C, 50 °C, 75 °C, 100 °C, 

and 125 °C using a laserflash analysis instrument (LFA 447, Netzsch GmbH, Germany). The 

epoxy samples were coated with approximately 120 nm gold on both sides using an ion sputter 

(E-1045, Hitachi, Japan) to eliminate transmission of light through the samples. All samples, 

including epoxy and reference samples, were further spray coated with a thin layer of carbon 

on both sides to reduce reflectivity and maximize heat absorption. The LFA and 4-pin 

measurements were performed on the same samples. Each sample was measured three times at 

each temperature, and α from each measurement was calculated with the instrument software 

(LFA Analysis, v. 4.8.3) using the Cowan model [28] with pulse correction. 

3.4.2 Specific heat capacity 

An alumina reference sample with known Cp was measured under the same conditions as the 

ICA and epoxy samples. Each measurement on the ICA and epoxy samples was compared to 

the reference measurement using the instrument software (LFA Analysis, v. 4.8.3) to estimate 

the unknown Cp values. 
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3.4 Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

3.4.1 Specific heat capacity 

Samples were prepared by cutting small pellets from the detached ICA and epoxy bricks. To 

avoid influence from the LFA heating on the thermal history of the samples, MDSC was not 

done on the same samples as the LFA and 4-pin measurements. The samples were polished to 

achieve a smooth surface and good thermal contact to the crucibles. The measurements were 

conducted with a differential scanning calorimeter (Q2000, TA Instruments, USA), starting 

with temperature equilibration at 0.00 °C for 10 min, followed by an average temperature 

increase of 2.00 °C/min with a modulation of ± 0.50 °C per 100 s. Baseline measurements were 

performed with empty crucibles, and a sapphire reference sample was measured with the same 

parameters. An instrument calibration factor KCp(T) was calculated as Cp, ref. table(T)/Cp, ref. 

measured(T), where Cp, ref. table(T) was taken from ASTM standard E1269 – 11 [31]. The Cp from 

each measurement on the ICA and epoxy samples was corrected by multiplication with KCp(T). 

3.4.2 Glass transition temperatures 

The glass transition temperatures (Tg) of the epoxy and PMMA cores were estimated from the 

reversible Cp(T) curves as the temperatures at half height of the transitions, using the software 

TA Instruments Universal Analysis 2000 (version 4.5A build 4.5.0.5). 
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4. Results 

4.1 Electrical conductivity 

As seen in Fig. 2, the conductivity increases with increasing silver content, i.e. with thicker 

films. The variation from sample to sample is larger than variations between different 

measurements on the same sample, and is the main cause behind the observed scatter. 

 

Fig. 2. Electrical conductivity of the four ICA series as a function of silver content. Error bars = ± 

standard deviation. 

4.2 Thermal diffusivity 

Fig. 3 shows the thermal diffusivity of the epoxy and ICA series as a function of temperature. 

The diffusivity is highly dependent on the silver content. As seen in Table I, the silver content 

of the 60Ag series is estimated to only 0.7 vol%, but already with this small amount of silver, 

the diffusivity shows a relative increase of 183% at 25 °C compared to pure epoxy. As with the 

4-pin measurements, the deviations are caused by sample variation. The three measurements 

on each sample at each temperature always yielded close to equal values. 
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Fig. 3. Thermal diffusivity of the four ICA and epoxy control series. Error bars = ± standard deviation. 

4.3 Glass transitions and specific heat capacity 

Fig. 4 a) shows that the reversible Cp values of the epoxy and ICA series decreases with 

increasing silver content. The ICAs reveal two clear glass transitions, one at around 65 °C and 

another at approx. 122.5 °C. The epoxy sample only goes through the first transition, suggesting 

that the second transition in the ICAs is that of the PMMA cores. Tg for each series can be found 

in Table II. While the reversible Cp increases with temperature, with steps at the glass 

transitions, the non-reversible Cp (Fig. 4 b)) shows the opposite behavior, decreasing with 

temperature, crossing from endothermic to exothermic in the interval between 100 – 125 °C. 

The non-reversible Cp curves also reveal an endothermic process that peaks approximately 

where the glass transition starts to occur. During a second measurement on the 150Ag sample, 

this peak is no longer present (see supplementary material), suggesting that this peak may be 

caused by release of residual stress from e.g. the sample polishing or curing process as the 

epoxy goes from a rigid to flexible structure during the first MDSC heating. 
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Fig. 4. Reversible (a), non-reversible (b), and total (c) specific heat capacity of the four ICA and epoxy 

control series. 
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Table II. Glass transition temperatures (Tg) of the epoxy of the four ICA and epoxy control series, as 

well as for the PMMA cores in the ICAs. 

Series Tg, epoxy [°C] Tg, PMMA [°C] 

Epoxy 66.8 na 

60Ag 63.5 122.9 

100Ag 66.5 122.9 

150Ag 64.4 122.9 

270Ag 64.9 121.2 

Average 65.2 122.5 

Standard deviation 1.4 0.8 

 

These endothermic relaxation peaks are also present in the total Cp signal (Fig. 4 c)). However, 

as they occur in the range between 50 – 75 °C, they do not affect the values at the relevant 

temperatures (25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 °C). Still, there is an increase in the total Cp from 50 to 

75 °C in all the samples, caused by the glass transition of the epoxy. Total Cp decreases for the 

epoxy, 100Ag, and 150Ag series after 75 °C, as the non-reversible Cp dominates the reversible 

Cp for these samples at elevated temperatures. In addition, the non-reversible Cp signals do not 

show the same dependence on silver content as the reversible signals, a result that is reflected 

in the total Cp signal from the MDSC measurement. On the other hand, the Cp from LFA 

correlates much better with the silver content, and the similarity with the reversible Cp signal 

from the MDSC measurements is conspicuous. As seen in Fig. 5, the LFA method captures the 

glass transition of the epoxy, although the second transition, presumably that of the PMMA 

cores, is not visible. LFA also yields somewhat lower Cp values than MDSC. 
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Fig. 5. Specific heat capacity from LFA. Error bars = ± standard deviation. 

4.4 Density 

Fig. 6 compares the densities of the epoxy and ICA series before and after cure. The estimated 

density increases after cure, which is expected due to shrinkage of the epoxy matrix caused by 

cross-linking during the curing process. The estimated density also increases with increasing 

silver content, which is also natural, as silver (10.5 g/cm3 at 25 °C [5]) is about nine times more 

dense than the pre-cure epoxy, based on the data sheet values form the manufacturer. However, 

the density increases much more for the ICA than the epoxy, suggesting that the nominal 

densities of the AgPS may be too low. The values at 125 °C are calculated based on linear 

coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) reported by Gakkestad et al. [7] for an ICA with the 

same epoxy system and PMMA cores, although slightly lower AgPS content (46 vol%). With 

these values, thermal expansion only leads to a relative increase of 0.89 % in height and width 

of the samples from 25 °C to 125 °C. The density dependence on CTE is three times larger, but 

the relative change is thus still only -2.62 %, which is smaller than the standard deviations 

caused by sample variation at 25 °C, as can be observed in Fig. 6. As there is some uncertainty 

in the transferability of the CTE values from [7] due to a higher AgPS-content in the ICAs in 

this work, thermal diffusivities and conductivities at elevated temperatures are estimated with 

the thickness and density values at 25 °C. 
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Fig. 6. Densities of the four ICA and epoxy control series as a function of silver content. Error bars = ± 

standard deviation. 

4.5 Thermal conductivity 

Thermal conductivity increases with silver content, as evident from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. MDSC 

yields higher Cp than LFA, and with the same ρ and α, Eq. (1) thus yields the highest thermal 

conductivity with Cp from MDSC. κ(Cp, LFA) increases slightly to a peak at 75 °C, which is caused 

by the glass transition of the epoxy in the interval between 50 °C and 75 °C. At 100 °C and 125 

°C, the further increase in Cp is canceled by the decrease in α. For κ(rev. Cp, MDSC), the behavior is 

similar to that of κ(Cp, LFA), but with a slight increase at 125 °C caused by the glass transition of 

the PMMA cores, not observable in the LFA results. κ(tot. Cp, MDSC) is affected by the more chaotic 

total Cp values, caused by the non-reversible part of the MDSC signal. This leads to κ(tot. Cp, 

MDSC) being identical, 1.99 W/(m∙K) for both the 150Ag and 270 Ag series at 25 °C. κ(tot. Cp, 

MDSC) thus increases drastically with silver content, before leveling out before the series with 

thickest silver films on the AgPS, as observable in Fig. 8. This behavior is different from κ(rev. 

Cp, MDSC), κ(Cp, LFA), and κ(WF), found from the electrical conductivity through the Wiedemann-

Franz law (Eq. (2)). The trends from these methods are very similar, with κ increasing with 

silver content up to the 270Ag series, although with a lower gradient from the 150Ag and 270Ag 

series than from the epoxy/60Ag series to the 150Ag series. 
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Fig. 7. Thermal conductivities of the four ICA and epoxy control series calculated using Eq. 1, with 

specific heat capacity (Cp) from LFA (a), reversible Cp from MDSC (b), and total Cp from MDSC (c). 
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Fig. 8. Thermal conductivities of the four ICA and epoxy control series at 25 °C, calculated using Eq. 

(1), with total Cp from MDSC, reversible Cp from MDSC, Cp from LFA, or from the electrical 

conductivity using the Wiedemann-Franz law (Eq. (2)). 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Percolating silver network 

It has previously been shown that the silver films of AgPS form continuous metallic inter-

particle contacts after curing of the epoxy [8], and that the contacts become larger and more 

intimate at higher curing temperatures [9]. This formation of metallic contacts helps explain 

why AgPS-based ICAs yield lower electrical resistivities relative to their silver content when 

compared to conventional ICAs [8]. Although electrons in theory can pass across very thin (< 

10 nm) non-conductive barriers by quantum tunneling, this current will be negligible compared 

to a metallic contact of the same size [34]. Therefore, electrons are mostly conducted across 

such metallic contacts in the AgPS-based ICAs. The corresponding κe is dependent on this 

electron transport. Conversely, in the epoxy matrix and the PMMA cores, heat is conducted by 

phonons. It is evident that the electrical conductivity (Fig. 2), thermal diffusivity (Fig. 3), and 

thermal conductivity (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) are dominated by the network of silver films, as these 

parameters all increase by several hundred percent upon the addition of only a few percent 

silver. However, when the electron contribution to the thermal conductivity is calculated from 

the Wiedemann-Franz law (2), the values are lower than κ from LFA and MDSC, as shown in 

Fig. 8. There is a upwards shift of 0.40, 0.46, 0.47, and 0.50 W/(m∙K) between κ(WF) and κ(Cp, 

LFA) for the 60Ag, 100Ag, 150Ag, and 270Ag series, respectively. From κ(WF) to κ(rev. Cp, MDSC), 
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the upwards shift is 0.56, 0.65, 0.80, and 0.88 W/(m∙K), respectively. According to Eq. (3), 

these are the phonon contributions to the thermal conductivity. However, these values are all 

larger than κ of the epoxy, which is 0.15, 0.19, and 0.24 W/(m∙K) for κ(Cp, LFA), κ(rev. Cp, MDSC), 

and κ(tot. Cp, MDSC), respectively. I.e. the sum of the electron contribution and the contribution 

from pure epoxy is smaller than κ(Cp, LFA), κ(rev. Cp, MDSC), and κ(tot. Cp, MDSC) for the ICAs. Although 

the silver films comprise < 3 vol% of the ICAs, their electrons conduct a large fraction of the 

heat from the transient heat pulse of the laser flash according to the Wiedemann-Franz law (2). 

Further, as the electrons of silver are much better conductors of heat than the phonons of epoxy, 

it is a reasonable assumption that heat is conducted mostly through metallic contacts where 

these are present, although some heat is possibly still transported across the epoxy in parallel 

with the metallic contacts. In addition, when adjacent AgPS are not in metallic contact and too 

far away for electron transport to be significant, heat can still be transported across the epoxy 

by phonons. α of bulk silver is 161 mm2/s at 22 °C, while for the ICAs, α ranges from 0.353 – 

0.940 mm2/s at 25 °C, much closer to that of epoxy (0.125 mm2/s). Although the meandering 

pathways of the interconnected silver films are longer than the thickness of the samples, it is 

clear that the bulk of the heat does not diffuse through the material at the same rate as it would 

in bulk silver. The mechanism and rate of heat transfer from the silver to the intermediate epoxy 

and back again to silver should be of vital importance to further the understanding of these 

phenomena, and would be an interesting topic for further investigations. 

5.2 Deviations in results between different methods 

It is obvious from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that both the absolute values and temperature-dependence 

of κ are highly dependent on the method chosen to obtain Cp. LFA is able to capture the Tg of 

the epoxy, but not the later Tg of the PMMA cores, and this method also yields the lowest Cp. 

As given by Eq. (7), reversible Cp is the true heat capacity of the composite, and as can be seen 

in Fig. 4 a) it is dependent on the relative amounts of the individual components. Silver has 

lower Cp (0.235 J/(g °C) at 25 °C [5]) than epoxy, and it is expected that the Cp of the ICA 

decrease as the silver content increases, as observed in Fig. 4 a). The total Cp is a superposition 

of the reversible Cp and non-reversible Cp (kinetic processes), and as long as the sum of the 

kinetic processes are endothermic, the total Cp will be larger than the reversible Cp. As observed 

in Fig. 4 b), the non-reversible Cp becomes exothermic for the measured samples in the interval 

between 100 – 125 °C. As a result, the total Cp, and further κ calculated from these values, is 

approximately equal or lower than the reversible Cp and the corresponding κ at 125 °C, although 
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these are lower at lower temperatures. The Cp found by regular DSC is, with some exceptions, 

the same as the total Cp found by MDSC [20], and as shown here, these values will be 

significantly affected by the thermal history of the samples. Great care and consideration should 

thus be taken when choosing the method for finding Cp. 

An advantage in using MDSC is that the glass transitions of the composite can be identified 

from the reversible signal. It is obvious from Fig. 4 c) that identifying Tg from the chaotic 

signals for the total Cp is difficult. LFA yields similar curves as the reversible MDSC signal, 

but can only give values at discrete temperatures, contrary to the continuous monitoring of the 

differential scanning method. The thermal conductivity of amorphous polymers increases with 

increasing temperature until Tg is reached [2], upon which the polymer transitions from a hard 

and brittle glassy state to a soft and flexible rubbery state. Above the Tg, the thermal 

conductivity decreases with increasing temperature [2]. However, κ is a function of Cp, and as 

evident from both Fig. 4 a) and Fig. 5, Cp increases with a smooth step as the temperature 

exceeds the Tg of the polymer. According to Eq. (1), κ would only decrease above Tg if the 

increase in Cp is balanced and outweighed by a decrease in α and . In Fig. 7, it is seen that κ 

generally increases up to 75 °C, and then decreases as the temperature is elevated further. The 

Tg of the epoxy is estimated to around 65 °C, and from Fig. 4 a) it is clear that the transition is 

finished at 75 °C. However, as κ is not measured at 65 °C, it is possible that κ peaks at a slightly 

lower temperature than what is suggested by Fig. 7. As the reversible Cp from MDSC are the 

only values that increase with an extra step at the glass transition of the PMMA cores, κ only 

increases at 125 °C when these values are used. In the total Cp from MDSC, the increase in 

reversible Cp above the Tg of the PMMA cores is outweighed by the decrease in non-reversible 

Cp. The reason why the second Tg is not observable in the LFA results is possibly an outcome 

of the transiency of the method. Before each laser flash measurement, the temperature in the 

measurement chamber is equilibrated at the value of interest, and at 125 °C the PMMA cores 

should have passed the half-way point of their glass transition. However, the Tg of ~122.5 °C 

is obtained from MDSC, with much slower perturbations (tens of seconds) than the transient 

laser flash (milliseconds). It is well known that the glass transition temperature is dependent on 

the heating rate of the measurement, with increasing heating rates yielding higher values of Tg 

[35]. Thus, we expect that increasing the chamber temperature above 125 °C would have 

revealed the glass transition of the PMMA cores also for the LFA measurements. 
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5.3 Thickness measurements  

As seen in this work, uncertainties in the specific heat capacity can cause significant scatter in 

the thermal conductivity. The largest source of errors in the LFA procedure except for the 

specific heat capacity is variations in the measured thickness (l) [11]. According to the equation 

for propagation of errors in expressions with a power law dependence, e.g. α = ln, the relative 

error Δl/l will lead to a relative error Δα/α by the relation  [36] 

ln
l

. (10) 

From the Parker expression (Eq. (4)), we get α ∝ l2 [12]. The correction factors from the Cowan 

model [27, 28] and the Clark and Taylor model [29] are not dependent on l, so thermal 

diffusivity is still dependent only on the square of the thickness even if these commonly used 

heat loss corrections are employed. A relative error in the thickness measurements will thus 

lead to twice the relative error in the thermal diffusivity. In (M)DSC, the input factor is the mass 

of the samples, and measurement errors in thickness will not affect Cp. For Cp estimated from 

LFA (Eq. (6)), we have that Cp ∝ (ρ l)-1. For a cylindrical or cuboid sample, ρ ∝ l-1, and Cp is 

thus independent of l when estimated from LFA. However, as discussed section 2.2, if Cp is 

measured by LFA, the ρ-1 dependence of Cp cancels against the ρ dependence of κ, when κ is 

estimated by Eq. (1). Thus, regardless of whether Cp is measured by (M)DSC or LFA, the 

thickness dependence of ρ Cp ∝ l-1. When κ is estimated by Eq. (1), there is a thickness 

dependence of κ = α ρ Cp ∝ l2 l-1 ∝ l. A relative error in the thickness measurements will directly 

lead to an equivalent relative error in the thermal conductivity. 

6. Conclusions 

By filling a polymer matrix of epoxy adhesive with a high fraction of homogeneous micron-

sized PMMA spheres coated with thin silver films, a percolating metallic network that 

dominated the electric and thermal transport was formed through the polymer with < 3 vol% 

silver. The thermal transport of these composites was investigated by the commonly used flash 

diffusivity method, in which thermal diffusivity is estimated directly from the transient surface 

temperature development on the backside of the sample, caused by absorption of a heat pulse 

flashed onto the frontside of the sample. The thermal diffusivity increased by several hundred 

percent upon the addition of the filler particles, but was still closer to that of the epoxy matrix 
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than that of bulk silver. Thermal conductivity was calculated by multiplying thermal diffusivity 

with density and specific heat capacity. The specific heat capacity was estimated by comparing 

the LFA signal with that of a reference sample with known Cp, and from the total and reversible 

heat flow signals of MDSC.  The LFA method provided the simplest measurements, but yielded 

the lowest Cp and did not capture the glass transition of the polymer cores. The reversible signal 

from MDSC showed strong correlation with silver content and the glass transitions of both the 

epoxy and polymer cores were easily distinguished. The total MDSC signal was more 

dependent on the thermal history of the samples, and provided chaotic signals that did not 

necessarily correlate with silver content. Users of the flash diffusivity method should therefore 

be aware that the thermal conductivity is very sensitive to the method chosen to obtain Cp. In 

addition, the potential impact of errors in thickness measurements were discussed, and it was 

concluded that thermal conductivity is linearly dependent on the thickness, regardless of the 

method chosen to find Cp. Finally, the electron contribution to the thermal conductivity at 25 

°C was estimated from the electric conductivity by Wiedemann-Franz law, and was found to 

be smaller than those from the LFA method, although with similar dependence on silver content 

as the thermal conductivity with Cp from LFA or reversible Cp from MDSC. It was concluded 

that both electrons and heat are transported mainly by the percolating network of silver films, 

but with an additional phonon contribution from the epoxy across non-metallic contacts 

between neighboring filler particles. 
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Fig. S1. Representative example of a transient LFA measurement on the pure epoxy samples. 
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Fig. S2. Representative example of a transient LFA measurement on the 270Ag samples. The whole 

measurement is finished in a shorter time than it takes the epoxy sample in Fig. S1 to reach its maximum 

temperature. The peak at 0 ms is caused by reflections of the heat pulse and does not affect the estimated 

diffusivity. 
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Fig. S3. MDSC signals showing the reversible Cp (green, solid line), total Cp (red, stapled and dotted 

line), and non-reversible Cp (blue, stapled line), as well as the glass transition of the epoxy (in reversible 

signal) and endothermic relaxation peaks (in non-reversible signal) of an epoxy sample. 
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Fig. S4. MDSC signals showing the reversible Cp (green, solid line), total Cp (red, stapled and dotted 

line), and non-reversible Cp (blue, stapled line), as well as the glass transitions of the epoxy and PMMA 

cores (in reversible signal) and endothermic relaxation peaks (in non-reversible signal) of a 60Ag 

sample. 
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Fig. S5. MDSC signals showing the reversible Cp (green, solid line), total Cp (red, stapled and dotted 

line), and non-reversible Cp (blue, stapled line), as well as the glass transitions of the epoxy and PMMA 

cores (in reversible signal) and endothermic relaxation peaks (in non-reversible signal) of a 100Ag 

sample. 
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Fig. S6. MDSC signals showing the reversible Cp (green, solid line), total Cp (red, stapled and dotted 

line), and non-reversible Cp (blue, stapled line), as well as the glass transitions of the epoxy and PMMA 

cores (in reversible signal) and endothermic relaxation peaks (in non-reversible signal) of a 150Ag 

sample. 
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Fig. S7. MDSC signals showing the reversible Cp (green, solid line), total Cp (red, stapled and dotted 

line), and non-reversible Cp (blue, stapled line), as well as the glass transitions of the epoxy and PMMA 

cores (in reversible signal) and endothermic relaxation peak (in non-reversible signal) from a second 

heating cycle on the same 150Ag sample shown in Fig. S6. Notice a slight increase in the Tg of the 

epoxy, perhaps caused by additional cross-linking of the epoxy during the first heating, as well as the 

much smaller endothermic relaxation peak. 
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Fig. S8. MDSC signals showing the reversible Cp (green, solid line), total Cp (red, stapled and dotted 

line), and non-reversible Cp (blue, stapled line), as well as the glass transitions of the epoxy and PMMA 

cores (in reversible signal) and endothermic relaxation peaks (in non-reversible signal) of a 270Ag 

sample. 
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